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EMERGENCY PHONE NUMBERS  
 

CITY POLICE, FIRE OR AMBULANCE …………….....……. 911 
 
CAMPUS POLICE ……………………………………….. 229-4400 
 
ART DEPARTMENT OFFICE ………...…………...…… 229-4473 
 
ART DEPARTMENT CHAIRS OFFICE ……………….. 229-4185 
 
DEANS OFFICE …………………………………………. 229-6755 
  
  
FIRE EMERGENCY: sound the alarm, contain or fight the fire only if possible and 

practical to do so, evacuate yourself and others from the building. 

  

In the event that a non-emergency situation arises which nevertheless requires 

First Aid, call Campus Police for assistance.  

 

MAJOR FIRST AID BOX:  located in the Sculpture Studio (room 135) on the wall 

between entrance to ceramic studio and restroom and each studio has a first aid kit 

that professors’ can access for immediate treatment of minor injuries. 

 

All accidents, including those which result in injuries requiring only First Aid or those 

which only involve property damage shall be reported to faculty members in each 

studio verbally as well as using the Incident & Accident Form available in the Art 

Office. 

 

Any illness or physical impairment which may be related to your artwork(e.g. skin 

problem, headaches, nausea, etc.) shall be reported to your studio faculty member 

immediately. 

 

The arts have been around for a long time and your participation in the arts 

continues its long history. And that while you need to keep your heads clear on safe 

procedures as you are working in the studios, you need to focus on developing your 

individual voice in all the visual arts. 
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These rules are from the Alabama State University 

Department of Visual Arts Safety Plan and supersede all 

previous Departmental safety rules. 
 

This manual contains the procedures for all safety regulations within the studios 

and classroom settings within the Department of Visual Arts.  Students who fail to 

follow these regulations shall be subject to disciplinary actions according to the 

safety violation procedures established by the department. 
 

All personnel and students connected to the department shall review, discuss and 

follow the rules and procedures outlined in this manual. Faculty will brief all 

students on the safety standards and practices in each studio at the beginning of 

the semester and other times as necessary. 
 

Protective equipment will be explained and demonstrated at the beginning of the 

semester and as necessary. 
 

After a complete review of this manual by the student and submission of the 

Consent/Acknowledgement form will the student be allowed to operate equipment in 

the department with faculty supervision.  By signing this form you acknowledge your 

obligation to provide a safe studio working area for yourself and others.  Please print 

off a copy of the form from the Department’s web page and return it to the Art Office 

to be placed in your departmental academic file. 
 

POLICY FOR VIOLATIONS OF SAFETY PROCEDURES 

The Visual Arts Department expects that all students will abide by the safety and 

health procedures outlined in this manual. Major and minor infractions will be 

addressed immediately, and such violations will become part of the student's 

record. The instructor shall: 

 Identify the nature of the violation to the student. 

 Inform the student of the correct procedure, and observe the student 

performing the procedure in a proper manner. 

 A violation may result in a student's not being allowed to engage in a specific 
procedure unless supervised 

 The Violation Form shall be signed and dated by both the instructor and the 
student and placed in the student's file. A copy shall be given to the student. 

Repeated violations will bring into question whether the student involved will 

be allowed to finish coursework. The department involved will meet with the 

student and make a recommendation. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Artists, artisans, designers, and students in general are exposed to a number of 

potentially hazardous materials and processes in our studios. Knowledge of 

hazards and proper studio procedures, coupled with an attitude of respect and 

mental alertness, will help ensure that our workspaces are safe and healthy. 

 

The recommendations and safety measures contained in this manual are based on 

information obtained from safety and health publications, experts in the field, 

discussions with artists, and our own experience as artists, teachers, and managers 

of studio activity. These recommendations are presented as written standards of 

practice, and should be regarded as firm guidelines for safe and healthy activity in 

all of our studios at Alabama State University. 

 

As students you have a responsibility to be physically and mentally alert, aware of 

safety and health issues, follow rules and procedures designed to protect you, and 

report all incidents or accidents so that steps may be taken to prevent recurrence. 

 

As faculty and administration we have the responsibility for providing as safe 

working conditions as is possible, educating students about potential hazards and 

proper procedures, and enforcing rules for safe practice. 

 

Art Studio Safety Committee: 

Mr. Stephen Cappelli, Chair, Department of Visual Arts 

Drawing: Mr. Nathaniel Allen 

Ceramics: Dr. Christopher Greenman 

Painting: Mr. Cleve Webber 

Photography: TBA 

Printmaking: Mr. Cleve Webber 

Sculpture: Ms. Charmagne Andrews 

Classroom Environment: Dr. Wendy Castenell 

 

Thanks to; University of Massachusetts Dartmouth, Radcliffe Institute for Advanced 

Study at Harvard University, Princeton University  

Special thanks to; Steve Whittlesey, Professor, Art Department, University of 

Massachusetts Dartmouth, George Mason University. Additional 

acknowledgements must be made to numerous individuals and institutions that at 

this time are too numerous to list. All images including the Homer Simpson posters 

images were acquired from free downloads sites. 
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ALABAMA STATE UNIVERSITY 

GENERAL SAFETY INFORMATION FOR ART STUDENTS 
 

Students in Studio classes should, practice the following GENERAL SAFETY 

PRECAUTIONS: 
 

 LEARN the safe way to do your job before you start. 

 THINK safety, and ACT safely at all times. 

 OBEY safety rules and regulations – they are for your protection. 

 WEAR proper clothing and protective equipment. 

 CONDUCT yourself properly at all times – horseplay is prohibited. 

 OPERATE only the equipment you are authorized to use. 

 INSPECT tools and equipment for safe condition before starting work. 

 ADVISE your instructor promptly of any unsafe conditions or practice. 

 REPORT any injury immediately to your instructor. 

 SUPPORT the safety plan and take an active part in safety. 
  

STUDIO ART CLASSES: 

 

The following information is taken from a book published by the National Art 

Education Association, Secondary Art Education: An Anthology of Issues. The 

chapter is written by Sally Hagaman of Purdue University and highlights the Health 

Hazards in Art Education: 

 

There are many potential health hazards in art classes. It is imperative that every 

art instructor becomes aware of potential health risks and means for minimizing 

them in the art classroom. 

 

How Hazardous Materials Enter the Body: 

 

There are three major routes by which hazardous or toxic materials enter the body: 

 

Inhalation of toxic fumes, dusts, vapors, spray mists, and smoke is hazardous. 

Some materials, such as sulfur dioxide gas given off by kilns or glacial acetic acid 

(photographic stop bath), can cause immediate damage to the lining of the airways 

and lungs. Other materials, like clay dusts, can cause chronic damage that builds 

slowly over a number of exposures.  Generally, the finer the inhaled particle, the 

more damaging it is. Larger particles are trapped by the mucous membrane of the  

upper body, but very fine particles travel deep into the lungs. Some inhaled 
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materials, such as turpentine vapors, go beyond the lungs and are carried 

throughout the body via the bloodstream. 

 

Skin contact with hazardous materials is a common route of entry to the body. 

Although the skin is designed to protect the body from injury, its protective ability is 

greatly or completely destroyed by contact with substances such as acids, 

bleaches, and organic solvents. Such substances “de-fat” the outer skin, leaving 

the skin layers underneath vulnerable to damage. Certain chemicals, such as 

turpentine, toluene, and methyl alcohol, actually go deeper, entering the 

bloodstream and thus traveling through the entire body. 

 

Ingestion of toxic materials may be direct or indirect through mouth contact with 

hands, pencils, food, or cigarettes that have been exposed to such materials. 

Adolescents, like younger children or adults for that matter, may be apt to chew on 

a fingernail or point a paintbrush with their lips, thus allowing ingestion of hazardous 

material. 

 

Risk Factors: 

 

Several factors help determine how damaging contact with toxic materials may be. 

Quantity is important: 

 

Limited exposure to hazardous materials is less likely to cause injury than repeated 

exposure. Here we see the enhanced risk for the art teacher in a classroom 

contaminated with toxic substances. Students come and go throughout the day, but 

the teacher suffers repeated exposure to such substances. There are many 

reported cases of severe bronchitis and chemically induced pneumonia among art 

teachers in daily contact with clay dusts and/or toxic vapors. 
 

“Total body burden” is another risk factor. If one is using ceramic glazes with lead, 

the total exposure from that lead source must be added to all other environmental 

exposures to lead, as from car exhaust or water carried through lead pipes. This 

cumulative amount of lead is the total body burden for that substance, and it may 

leave little room for additional exposure without severe effects. 

 

Combinations of different chemical substances can cause increased harm. For 

instance, the inhalation of toxic vapors by someone who smokes creates a much 

greater risk of injury than for a non-smoker. Likewise, contact with a volatile solvent 

by someone who also ingests alcohol is more dangerous than for the non-drinker. 

There is also an increased risk for students who are under prescribed medication  
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for the occurrence of combined or synergistic effects with toxic substances. 
 

Certain groups are at greater personal risk than others are. High risk groups include  

people with  allergies, smokers, drinkers, pregnant girls or women, people with 

chronic heart, lung, or liver problems, and mainstreamed students with various 

learning disabilities, emotional problems, or other handicaps. Certainly, a fetus 

carried by a pregnant student is subject to enormous harm through the mother’s 

contact with toxic substances, especially in the first trimester of pregnancy when, 

unfortunately, the instructor may have no knowledge of the condition. 

 

Common Toxic Materials and Processes: 

 

Safe to use art materials: Those materials which bear the AP or CP seals of 

approval (from the Arts and Crafts Materials Institute) are toxicologist certified safe 

for use with children. Other art materials may state that they are “non-toxic” on their 

labels; however, this claim does not necessarily mean that they have been tested 

for chronic, long-term effects. The CL seal of the Arts and Crafts Materials Institute 

means that these products have their potential acute (immediate) and chronic 

(long-term) hazards listed on the label. 

 

Ceramics poses several health hazards. The clay itself can be toxic, especially if it 

contains large amounts of crystalline-free silica (SiO2). Prolonged inhalation of 

silica dust or Kaolin dust can lead to silicosis. The talc traditionally found in low-fire 

clays has often been contaminated with asbestos, a cancer causing substance. 

Many companies now offer talc-free clay and asbestos-free talc. 

 

Clay dusts inhalation is most severe when mixing clays, so it is best to order pre-

mixed clay. If one does mix clay from powder, use of local exhaust systems and/or 

toxic dust respirators is advised. The clay dust covered studio is also a problem. 

Always wet mop or vacuum with a HEPA-type vacuum cleaner. Never sweep in 

such a situation. 

 

Glazes can be quite toxic, especially if one mixes them. They often contain silica, 

flint, talc, feldspar and the like, and, in addition, potentially hazardous metals like 

lead, barium, and lithium. (Lead frits reduce but do not eliminate the hazards of lead 

poisoning). Some glazes contain colorants that may cause cancer, like chromium, 

nickel compounds, zinc chromate, iron chromate, manganese, cadmium, and 

vanadium. Toxic dust respirators should be worn when mixing glazes, spraying of 

glazes should only be done in a spray booth exhausted to the outside, and students 

should be instructed to keep glazes off hands and skin (especially where small cuts  
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increase toxic entry). 

 

Firing ceramic kilns releases toxic fumes and gases. All kilns must be well 

ventilated. Canopy hood systems are the best ventilation solution. 

One should not look into the peephole of a kiln with unprotected eyes. Such action 

over a number of years may cause cataracts, due to the infrared radiation produced 

when objects within the kiln reach very high temperatures. Infrared goggles or 

welders glasses should be used to protect the eyes. 

 

Painting may pose health problems depending upon the types of pigments and 

vehicles used. Some inorganic pigments in common use, such as the chromate and 

cadmium pigments, may be carcinogenic (cancer causing). Lampblack has been 

found to cause skin cancer, and the dangers of lead pigments are well 

documented. Acrylic emulsions contain small amounts of ammonia and 

formaldehyde that may cause lung and throat irritations without use of proper 

ventilation, and may cause allergic reactions in some people. Turpentine and 

especially solvents for varnishes (methyl alcohol and ethanol) and lacquers 

(toluene and perhaps glycol ethers) are very toxic and should only be used with 

extreme caution and proper ventilation. The least toxic solvents are acetone, 

denatured alcohol, isopropyl alcohol, and mineral spirits. 

 

Printmaking involves a range of risks, depending upon the method employed. The 

use of solvents in silk screen-printing affords multiple, prolonged exposure. Local 

exhaust ventilation is required to prevent a dangerous accumulation of toxic vapors. 

It is highly preferable to use water-based inks for all silk screening (and other 

printmaking as well).The major dangers in intaglio and lithography are in the acids 

and etches. Acids may cause severe burns. Etching copper or zinc gives off highly 

toxic gases that may, in large exposures, cause chemical pneumonia or, in 

repeated, smaller exposures, cause bronchitis or emphysema. Always remember to 

add acid to water, never the opposite. Students should never mix acid baths. 

Rubber gloves, aprons, and face protectors should be worn while working with acid. 

No use of acids should be included in the art program without ventilation hoods in 

place over the acid baths. 

 

Jewelry/Sculpture Technique or materials used can be quite hazardous. Local 

ventilation must be provided over welding and soldering areas. Brazing silver can 

be especially hazardous because the lowest-melting silver solders contain high 

proportions of cadmium, which may cause chemical pneumonia from a single 

exposure. One should use cadmium-free silver solders instead. In addition, borax 

fluxes should be used rather than the fluoride fluxes commonly used with silver 
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solders. Sparex solutions should be used for cleaning metals rather than sulfuric  

acid solutions. Both are toxic due to their acidity but the Sparex solution is less  

corrosive.  Many copper enamels are lead-based, so teachers should be certain to  

purchase only the lead-free enamels now available. Heated enamels give off 

infrared radiation; infrared goggles should be worn to protect the eyes from injury 

(as with ceramic kiln usage). 

 

General art materials often used in drawing or commercial layout may be 

hazardous. The most obvious of these is rubber cement (and rubber cement 

thinner) which contains large amounts of highly toxic hexane, a chemical which 

causes dermatitis, narcosis from inhalation, and possible inflammation/paralysis of 

the arms and legs from chronic inhalation. Use wax for layouts and substitute other 

adhesives for other purposes if possible. Spray fixatives and adhesives are toxic 

from the inhalation of solvents including toluene, petroleum distillates, and 

chlorinated hydrocarbons. Spraying should be done outside or in a spray booth 

ventilated to the outside. Wax heated for batik or encaustic may be very dangerous. 

When overheated, wax decomposes to release formaldehyde and acrolein fumes 

(this occurs when melting wax and when ironing it out of fabric). Heat wax to the 

lowest effective temperature. Using a hot plate on a high setting or using an open 

flame to heat wax may result in flash fires or explosions. 

 

Equipment used in various art techniques must be carefully maintained and 

appropriately used. Students should be instructed in the proper use of items such 

as potters’ wheels, paper cutters, printing presses, buffers, grinders, and 

airbrushes. It is advisable to require that students pass (perhaps at 100%) tests 

over correct procedures before allowing them to use such equipment. Be certain 

that all potentially dangerous equipment is labeled as such and cordoned off (if 

possible) from the general student population. 
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ASU STUDIO SAFETY PROCEDURES, PRECAUTIONS AND RULES FOR 

FACULTY AND STUDENTS 

The Safety Committee will review the Safety Manual at least once each year. The 

review will include, but not be limited to the use of all hazardous materials and 

chemicals.   

 

FACULTY  
MATERIALS: 

 Labeling: All containers used in the studio must be labeled indicating its 
contents and if hazardous, must state so.  

 New products and/or practices which faculty or students wish to introduce into 
their studios must be researched before doing so. Chairs office must be 
notified prior to using or being brought on campus.   Again, use the Material 
Safety Data Sheets, and request manufacturer information if necessary. 

 Introduction of new hazardous materials, must be reported to chair indicating 

anticipated date for introduced, amount, where stored, and if MSDA is added 

to file and waste disposal plans.  

 All hazardous materials must be stored in containers that are labeled clearly 

with all contents listed. 
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 If no information is available from the manufacturer consult other             

resources such as material data sheets on file in appropriate studios, Art 

Hazards News, Artist Beware, by Michael McCann, Health Hazards Manual 

for Artists, also by McCann, Artists Materials, by Ralph Mayer, etc. 

 

 If necessary, write the manufacturer requesting health and safety information 

on their product in the form of a Material Safety Data Sheet . 
 

STORAGE OF MATERIALS: 
 

 Flammable and combustible liquids must be stored in the flammable liquid 
storage cabinet located in appropriate studios. 

 Acids are stored in the acid storage cabinets separate from the flammable 
and combustible liquids. 

 Containers should be tightly covered when not in use. 
 

HANDLING, USE, AND DISPOSAL OF MATERIALS: 

  

 All students must be given detailed instructions on the handling, use, and 

disposal of all materials that pose potential health hazards. 

 Paper towels and rags used with flammable cleanup material must be 

disposed of in metal non-combustible waste disposal cans.  

 Waste disposal cans are labeled and flammable and hazardous material can 

be disposed in these containers. 

 Waste disposal cans should be labeled as such.  Waste should be separated 

from daily trash and boxed or bagged and marked.  Custodial  staff should be 

informed of its contents.  

 Report hazardous spills immediately to Chair, if Chair is not available contact 

building coordinator, administration, safety office, or campus security officer.  

Leave detailed report in art office for chairs review upon return.  
 

GENERAL INFORMATION: 

 A general program must be initiated and enforced by faculty within each 

studio space which outlines procedures for housekeeping, and which sets 

standards for cleanliness, equipment use and storage of all materials and 

gear. 

 Faculty is responsible for establishing within their studios specific safety 

codes for their areas, and a policy for violations of these procedures. 

Students must be made aware of the consequences of health and safety 

violations at the beginning of the semester. 
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STUDENTS 

 

MATERIALS: 

 

 Labeling of art materials is often inadequate. The absence of a warning label 

does not mean a substance is harmless. Know what you are working with. 

 Students should read all labels carefully before using any material for the first 

time. 

 Warnings and precautions, when available, should be adhered to strictly. 

 If a label is non-specific, confusing, or absent, seek further information 

before using. 

 All artists should become familiar with the hazardous materials common to 

their form of artwork and watch for these substances when reading labels. 

 Products bearing the AP seal of the Art & Creative Materials Institute, Inc. 

(ACMI) are certified non-toxic. A medical expert evaluates each product and 

its ingredients. A product can be certified non-toxic only if it contains no 

materials in sufficient quantities to be toxic or injurious to humans, or to cause 

acute or chronic health problems. AP certification is reviewed by ACMI’s 

Toxicological Advisory Board. These products are certified by ACMI to be 

labeled in accordance with the chronic hazard labeling standard, ASTM D-

4236 and federal law P.L. 100-695. 

 Products bearing the CL seal of the Art & Creative Materials Institute 

(“Caution Label”) contain ingredients that are toxic or hazardous, but they can 

be used safely with appropriate caution. Materials that bear the CL seal 

should be used only by those persons who are able to read, understand, and 
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follow suggested safety precautions for handling those materials. The Caution  

Label signifies that although the product contains a toxic element, it can be 

handled safely if the directions on the container or packaging are followed. 

Many such art products cannot be made non-hazardous, but are necessary  

for certain creative activities. When used in properly supervised and 

controlled conditions, they can be enjoyed with complete safety. 

STORAGE OF MATERIALS: 

 

 Flammable and combustible liquids must be stored in the flammable liquid 

storage cabinet located in appropriate studios. See Professor for proper 

storage. 

 Acids are stored in the acid storage cabinets separate from the flammable 

and combustible liquids. See Professor for proper storage. 

 Containers should be tightly covered when not in use. 

 

HANDLING, USE, AND DISPOSAL OF MATERIALS: 

 

 All students should request detailed instructions on the handling, use, and 

disposal of all materials that might pose potential health hazards or are 

disposed down drains.  

 Paper towels and rags used with flammable cleanup material must be 

disposed of in metal non-combustible waste disposal cans. Waste disposal 

cans are labeled and flammable and hazardous material can be disposed in 

these containers.   

 Report spills immediately to faculty, building coordinator, administration, 

safety office, or campus security officer. 

 

STUDIO OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES AND RULES: 

 

 Smoking, eating, drug or alcohol use is not allowed in studios. 

 Students should not work alone in the studios at night, and students should 

not operate machinery at any time unless one other trained person is present 

in the studio. 

 Electrical and mechanical hazards: Report any missing or malfunctioning 

equipment or supplies immediately to your instructor. Do not attempt to repair 

or alter equipment yourself. 
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WORK CLOTHING: 

 

 Any loose clothing that could become trapped in machinery or accidentally 
dipped in chemicals must not be worn.  

 Hair must be tied back or a headband worn so that it cannot become caught 
in machinery. Similar precautions must be taken with beards, personal dress, 
and adornments. 

 Protective clothing worn during the use of hazardous material should be 
removed after work and carefully stored so as to avoid contamination. 

 Shoes must be worn at all times in the studios.   

 There shall be no unauthorized visitors in the studios. Friends, family, pets, 
etc. can see you or talk with you outside the studio. 

 Aisles and exit routes must not be obstructed in any way, (no equipment, 
chairs, personal materials or trash permitted in exit area). Exit doors, shall not 
be locked, bolted or obstructed in any way to block egress. Emergency Fire 
Exit doors are “exit only” in compliance with the Montgomery Fire 
Department. 
 

FIRE REGULATIONS FOR BOTH FACULTY AND STUDENTS: 

 

In case of a fire, call 911 first, then University police (229-4400) then the 

department (229-4473).  If after normal class day or on weekend, call Chairs cell 

(334-300-3418). 
 

If fire alarm is activated, leave the building immediately.  Faculty member in charge 

of classes, please make sure room is secured and your students stay in one group.  

Use proper exits as listed in classrooms. 
 

Familiarize yourself where fire alarms and extinguishers are located. 
 

Studio doors (internal and external) are not to be propped open after normal class 

times as it creates a safety  hazard with possible intruders,  to other rooms and 

interferes with the ventilation. 

 

FIRE PREVENTION: 

 Be aware of ignition sources: open flames, heating elements, spark 

gaps (motors, light switches, friction, static, etc.) 

 Do not use flammable liquids in the presence of ignition sources, and vice 

versa. 

 Flammable liquids give off vapors which may burn or explode. Be sure they 

are properly stored and labeled. Do not store flammables in direct sunlight. 

Report spills immediately. 
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 Good housekeeping is a key element in fire prevention, and proper standards 

must be enforced in each studio. 

 

 Do not overload electrical circuits, and report ANY electrical malfunctions, no 

matter how small or seemingly insignificant, immediately to faculty, building 

coordinator, administration, safety office, or campus security officer. 

 If you turn it on, make sure you turn it off. 
 

Last individual leaving a studio make sure all lights, electrical equipment and 

doors, especially exterior studio doors, are secured. 

 
GENERAL FACULTY AND STUDENTS’ SAFETY & HEALTH PROCEDURES & 

RULES 

 

If in doubt, or in the event of an emergency, call university police 229-4400 
then notify the Department 229-4473 
 

 All studios have appropriate First Aid equipment and supplies on hand, and 

instructors are to replenish such supplies at the beginning of each semester 

and make sure first aid kit is kept up to date. 

 Faculty and students shall wear hearing, eye, face, and personal protective 

equipment whenever deemed appropriate by the department. 

 

TORNADO OR SEVERE WEATHER:  

 

 In the event of severe weather, take shelter in the basement of the Theatre.  

Do not use the elevator but use stairs on ground level near the dance studio.  

University police will notify when it is safe to resume normal activities, or call 

them at 229-4400 to inquire if the threat has passed. 

 University web site will post for faculty and students severe weather problems 

as they develop.  All University members should check this prior to leaving 

home or attending classes if the likely hood of severe weather is forecasted. 

 

WEB RESOURCES: 

 

You may also find some useful information on the Web. To help you, the 

department suggests the following web-sites. When using web resources, always 

remember to look at who created the site and when it was last updated to help you 

determine its accuracy and usefulness. The Internet is constantly changing; the 

library staff cannot guarantee content or address accuracy. 
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Center for Research on Occupational & Environmental Technology 

http://www.croetweb.com 

Maintained by Oregon’s Health & Science University, this comprehensive resource 

has health and safety for artists, including a database of art mediums, selections on 

studio safety ,and media specific information. 
 

True Art’s Health Hazards’ Page http://www.trueart.info/hazards.htm 

Steven Saitzyk, art teacher and consultant, provides a selection of information and  

links. 
 

Health Hazards in the Arts. 

http://wally.rit.edu/pubs/guides/healthhaz.html This well-designed, easy-to-use site 

lists a variety of health & safety resources & links. 
 

Occupational Safety and Health Administration of the US Dept. of Labor 

http://www.osha.gov/ 

 

ACTS: Arts, Crafts and Theater Safety http://www.caseweb.com/acts              

                   

                                                     

http://www.croetweb.com/
http://www.trueart.info/hazards.htm
http://wally.rit.edu/pubs/guides/healthhaz.html
http://www.osha.gov/
http://www.caseweb.com/acts
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THE CERAMICS STUDIO – HEALTH SAFETY 
Thanks to Monona Rossol “Keeping Clay Work Safe and Legal”, Radcliffe College, Dartmouth College, Northern 

Arizona University and many other sources 

 

CLAY 
 

Do not eat, drink, or smoke in your work space. Do not interchange 

tools and eating utensils. Scrub hands thoroughly after working. 
 

Wet clay is a good medium for mold growth and bacterial incubation and people 

with specific types of mold allergies may be affected. 

 

Inhalation of all clay  materials especially silica can  damage your lungs. All clay 

bodies contain some  free crystalline silica which can scar your lung  tissue and 

cause irreversible loss of  breathing capacity.  Free crystalline silica is present in 

clay bodies from trace to 50% amounts. It is the finest, least visible particles  that 

can hang in the air for hours that are the most dangerous because they are the 

most easily reparable and because we are less likely to wear a mask when the air 

seems clear. 

AVOIDING EXCESSIVE DUST EXPOSURE:  

 Use premixed, wet clay bodies before mixing dry clay. 

 Wear a HEPA filter mask that fits well when mixing clay or cleaning the 
studio. 

 Clean work area before clay scraps have a chance to dry out. Never sweep 
your studio. 

 Clean studio often with a wet mop, wet-van, or a vacuum equipped with a 
HEPA filter. 

 Provide good fresh air exchange in your work area. 

 Wear plastic or vinyl-type aprons rather than porous cloth-type aprons. 
 
PREVENTING OR ALLEVIATING BACK STRAIN AND WRIST PROBLEMS : 

 Adjust wheel heights, bench heights, and wedging board heights to enable 
you to work with your back straight. 

 Keep your back straight when lifting heavy materials or equipment. 

 Try to avoid stressful, repetitive motions by varying your daily routine. 
 

GLAZING: 
 

Do not eat, drink, or smoke in the glazing area. Do not interchange glazing 

tools and eating utensils. Scrub your  hands thoroughly with soap after 

glazing. 
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Many glaze materials are hazardous. Those of special concern are listed here. 

 Crystalline silica is present in almost all glazes and can scar lung tissue if  

inhaled. 

 Barium Carbonate, Sodium Borates, and Lead compounds can be present as 

colorless fluxes in glazes. 

 Antimony compounds, Cadmium compounds, Chrome compounds, Lead 

compounds, Cobalt Chloride, Cobalt Sulphate, Copper Chloride, Copper 

Carbonate, Copper Sulphate, Iron Chromate, Iron Sulphate, Manganese 

Dioxide, Nickel compounds, Uranium compounds, and Vanadium compounds 

can be present as glazes, slips and stains. 

 Luster glazes contain toxic mediums as well as toxic metallic compounds. 

 Avoid use of these materials whenever possible. If you do use them, take 

precautions to prevent ingestion as well as inhalation (which can lead to 

ingested particles) and skin contact. Even though some of these materials 

cannot be directly absorbed through the skin, invisible particles can become 

lodged in the crevices of your skin. 

 

KNOW WHAT YOU ARE USING: 

 

 Ask your Instructor to see if there are any ingredients of concern in the 
commercial glazes, slips, or stains you may be using. 

 Ask your instructor about the Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) posted in 
the studio for detailed information about the hazardous materials that you 
use.  You may also look up the U.S. Dept. of Labor Occupational Health 
Guidelines for more information. 

 DO Not assume that industrial threshold limits for exposure are safe 
guidelines. 

 Learn distinctions such as: iron oxide is not toxic but iron sulphate is. 

 If you cannot find adequate information about a material, assume hazardous 
potential. 

 Know than individual sensitivities to hazardous materials vary tremendously 
and can be affected by medications and health histories as well as genetics 
 

Use a Ceramic dust filter mask that fits well when mixing, spraying, or 

sanding glazes. 

 Use a mask for vapors and gases when working with luster glazes. 

 Spray glazes only in a properly constructed, vented and filtered spray booth,  
or outside once instruction is given on spraying glazes. 

 Make sure that the exhaust of the spray booth is vented so that it does not 
pollute somebody else’s breathing air.  
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 Used spray booth filters for certain glazes may have to be treated as toxic 
waste. 
 

Do not pollute the environment when discarding unused toxic glaze 
materials. 

 

 Reformulate scrap glazes and/or give them to someone who can use them. 

 Fire your scrap glazes in a discarded bowl to make them more 
environmentally stable. 

 Take your toxic glaze scraps to toxic waste collection sites. 
 

KILN FIRING: 

 

GENERAL INFORMATION: 

 

Kilns are potentially hazardous if they are installed or fired incorrectly. 

 Kiln installation must be done with strict adherence to stringent fire codes. 

 All gas and electrical hookups must be done by a professional. Double check 
with your electrician to make sure that your electric kiln is properly grounded. 

 Firings should only be done by those with firing experience and a thorough 
understanding of all kiln functions and safety controls. 

 

TOUCHING AN ELEMENT IN AN ELECTRIC KILN CAN BE FATAL!!! 

 Never reach into an electric kiln unless all of the switches are turned off. 

 As an extra precaution, turn off the kiln at the circuit breaker or unplug it if you 

vacuum it or insert any other good conductor into it. 

 

 Electric kilns that are wired for 3 phase may pass electricity through the elements 

even when the kiln sitter timer is off. Since no kiln sitters are made for 3 

phase wiring, manufacturers adapt them by adding a power relay after the 

kiln sitter. When the power relay becomes old, the relay may allow electricity 

to pass through even when the kiln sitter is off. If that is the case, one must 

turn off the switches to be sure no current is flowing through the elements.  

 

OTHER FIRING AND STUDIO HAZARDS’: 

 

 Firing of clay materials in electric and gas kilns produces carbon 

monoxide, formaldehyde, and sulfur dioxide gases. 

 Firing of glaze materials in electric and gas kilns can produce fumes of 

the toxic materials discussed above in the glazing section. 
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 If you fire below the volatilization point for your specific glaze ingredients this 
may not be a problem. If firing above, a HEPA dust, fume, and mist filter 
might be necessary for protection. Lead, cadmium, and luster glazes are 
particularly volatile at low-medium firing ranges. 

 Copper, chrome, and tin glazes are volatile in high-firing ranges. 
 

Salt firings emit highly toxic chlorine gas during the salting process. 

 Gas masks and eye protection are necessary. 

 

The intense heat and infrared radiation from all kiln firings can damage your 

eyes. 

 Wear welders’ goggles when looking in the kiln spy holes. 

 

Use of any studio equipment can be hazardous if not operated properly. 

 Receive proper instructions and permissions before operating. Never operate 

equipment if taking any medication, drugs, or alcohol that could impair your 

judgment. 

 

Use of motorized grinders can be very hazardous. 

 Use eye protector goggles, protective gloves, and a HEPA filter mask when  

grinding. 

 

SAFETY PROTOCOL FOR THE  KILN ROOM: 

 

REPORT ALL PROBLEMS AND SAFETY ISSUES TO CERAMIC PROFESSOR 

IMMEDIATELY 

 

DOORS TO THE KILN ROOM SHOULD REMAIN CLOSED UNLESS A FIRING IS 

GOING ON. 

 

Gas Odor 

 

If you smell gas and the kiln on, inform the Ceramic Instructor.  If the Ceramic  

Instructor is not available inform the Chairman’s office.  If it is after hours, on the 

weekend or over holiday’s take these corrective measures first.  If the measures 

below do not work, call University Police at 229-4400, inform others working in the 

studio and all vacate the building, waiting on the police in front of the building. 

 

 Check main burners, determine if any that are on low setting are aspirating 

Steps to alleviate aspiration: 
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a. shut down main burners, go through lighting of pilot burners. 
 

b. make sure air flaps covering blower fan cages are set at ½ open. 
 

c. open main gas valve to ignite burner until there is needle movement on 
gauge. 

d. adjust rheostat fan control speed until blue flame appears. 

 For burners that appear to have blown out: shut down all burner systems. 

Wait at least ten minutes before attempting re-igniting burners. If gas odor 

persists do not re-ignite burners and notify the Ceramic Instructor.  If the 

Ceramic instructor is not available, inform the Chairman’s office  If after hours 

or on the weekend or holiday, notify the University Police at 229-4400, inform 

others working in the studio and all vacate the building, waiting on the police 

in front of the building. 

 If the kiln is not on and you smell gas, leave kiln room immediately and notify 

the Ceramic Instructor.  If the Ceramic instructor is not available, inform the 

Chairman’s office. Inform all workers in the studio to vacate the studio 

immediately.  If after hours or on the weekend or holiday, notify the University 

Police at 229-4400.  Under no circumstances should you re-enter the kiln 

room or the studio until the area has be determined to be safe by officials. 

 

Non-Gas Odor 

 

 Should there be any unaccustomed smells coming from the kiln room, 

determine if a kiln is being fired.  If no kiln is being fired, notify the Ceramic 

Instructor.  If the Ceramic instructor is not available, inform the Chairman’s 

office.  If after hours or on the weekend or holiday, notify the University Police 

at 229-4400. 

 

Smoke Odor 
  

 Determine if the kilns are being used. Find out if any burn-out materials were 
used, i.e. sawdust placed in saggars, paper armatures, wood panels which 
large pieces were moved into the kiln. If this is the case, the smell should 
dissipate by the time the pyrometer reads 1000 F. 

 If no determination is made on the presence of burn-out materials or if it is an 

electrical burning smell or the smell persists, notify Ceramics instructor.  If the 

Ceramic instructor is not available, inform the Chairman’s office.  If after 

hours or on the  weekend or  holiday, notify the University Police at 229-4400. 
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Visible Smoke 

 

There are very few reasons smoke that can be seen should appear in the kiln room: 

 

 Determine if the kilns are being fired, which kiln is on & who is firing them. 

 If there is a burning wood smell follow protocol for Smoke Odor. 

 If it is a smell like burning electrical wires, if possible shut down the kiln at the 

breaker box and notify Ceramics instructor.  If the Ceramic instructor is not 

available, inform the Chairman’s office.  If after hours or on the weekend or 

holiday, notify the University Police at 229-4400. 

  
Fire Outside The Kiln Chamber 

 

If flames are evident anywhere but the chimney or damper flues, spy holes, 

burner ports or passive dampers: 

 

 Assess the situation from outside the kiln room and notify Ceramics 

instructor.  If the Ceramic instructor is not available, inform the Chairman’s 

office.  If after hours or on the weekend or holiday, notify the University Police 

at 229-4400 and pull the fire alarm.  Leave the area immediately, waiting on 

officials in the front of the building. 

 

Water Leaks on Electric Kilns 

 Under no condition should any water or liquid be on or near electric kilns. 

 Make sure kiln room door is closed during any rainy  period. 

 If the kiln is off, protect it from the liquid immediately. Turn main power lever 

behind kiln until event is resolved. If there is any water damage to circuitry, a 

full diagnostic check is in order once everything dries out. 
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THE PHYSICAL HAZARDS OF STUDIO WORK: 
Note: From “Keeping Clay work safe and legal” by Monona Rossol for National Council on Education for the Ceramic Arts 

In addition to toxic chemicals, there are physical hazards from the heavy work, from 

noise, and other hazards. 

 

OVERUSE AND STRAIN INJURIES. These injuries are often called “cumulative 

trauma disorders” because they develop from repeated small injuries to tissue from 

overuse and strain. They can occur while wedging, throwing, or hand building with 

clay. “Potter’s thumb,” for instance, is the term some potters have used to describe 

symptoms which are now associated with the early stages of carpel tunnel 

syndrome. Many potters have acquired carpal tunnel syndrome, a debilitating 

condition involving compression of the median nerve at the wrist. Tendonitis in 

various locations and tennis elbow are also common. 

Hand, back, and wrist muscle injuries can also occur from sitting at the potter’s 

wheel for too long, especially if posture is incorrect. Injuries from lifting sacks of 

clay, molds, and the like are common among both potters and ceramicists. To 

prevent these injuries, pay careful attention to your body for signs of fatigue, pain, 

changes in endurance, weakness, and similar symptoms. Developing good work 

habits can prevent these conditions and even may resolve early symptoms. These 

include: 

a. maintaining good posture 

b. taking frequent rest breaks 

c. alternating tasks or varying the types of work 

d. warming up muscles before work 

e. moving and stretching muscles during breaks 

f. easing back into heavy work schedules after a holiday or hiatus rather 

than expecting to work at full capacity immediately 

g. modifying technique and/or equipment to avoid uncomfortable positions 

or movements. 

 

If symptoms do not respond quickly, seek medical attention. Early medical 

intervention will cause the majority of overuse injuries to resolve without expensive 

treatment or surgery. Delaying treatment can leave you disabled for long periods or 

even for life. In response to artists’ special needs, a new field called “arts medicine” 

has been created. Doctors and clinics specializing in arts medicine can be located 

by consulting your doctor or arts health organizations such as Arts, Crafts and 

Theater Safety. 
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STUDIO HEALTH: 

 

 To inhale or ingest the dust of any of our clay or glaze materials is 

unhealthy. Therefore thoroughly clean all wheels, tables, tools and 

equipment after use and wash up any spills, splatters, or trimmings that 

land on the floor.  Participate in  our “Health Insurance  Program”  by 

spending one hour each term on dust-busting duty. (Use a sponge or a 

mop to clean any floor or table area that threatens to emit dust into our 

breathing space.) 

 Use the dust filter mask you were given and wear it when mixing dry 

materials, spraying glazes, and scraping shelves. 

 Be aware of the specific safety issue of each material you use by 

discussions with your instructor and by reading “Health & Safety 

Concerns in the Ceramics Studio.” 

 Observe no smoking policy in the building. 

STUDIO  SAFETY: 

 

Do not use any wheel, kiln, spray equipment, slab roller, grinder, etc. unless you 

have received personal instruction and permission from the instructor. Permission 

to use kilns requires apprenticeship and testing.  Please inform instructor that you 

would like to learn how to operate and help him/her when they fire.  Upper level 

ceramic students must participate in firing and should work with the instructor to 

gain the knowledge needed to meet departmental certification. 

 

 You must turn off any electrical equipment after using it – wheels, kilns, fans, 

hot plate, etc. IF YOU TURN IT ON, TURN IT OFF. 

 If you are the last to leave, make sure that the back studio doors are closed.  

 Make sure the studio door is locked.  You have been instructed on key 

access and how to use it. 

 Make sure you return the key to the locker when you are finished. 

 Make sure all the lights have been turned off. 

 Double check to make sure that the wax pan is off. 

 Use the buddy system for pedestrian travel at night to and from the studio. 

There is a University BLUE Emergency Column between the Art and Music 

buildings, located near the stairs crossing University Drive. 
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COMMUNAL RESPONSIBILITIES: 

 

Please help foster a  productive work  environment in the studio by  respecting the 

need for quiet concentration. Conduct extended personal conversations else ware 

not in the workspace.    

 

Leave your work area clean and empty for the next person. All your work should be 

stored on shelves. Any work left on wheels or tables will be probably be moved to a 

shelf by someone needing workspace. 

 

Take any heavy personal garbage (broken bisque ware, etc.) directly to the trash 

receptacle  outside the building between the Art and Music buildings 

STUDENT RESPONSIBILITIES AND RULES: 

 

SECURITY 

 IF UNIVERSITY POLICE LET YOU IN THE BUILDING ON THE 

WEEKENDS, DO NOT OPEN THE BUILDING FOR ANYONE.  THEY MUST 

SIGN IN AT THE POLICE STATION.  

 AFTER HOURS AND ON WEEKENDS, LOCK YOURSELF IN THE STUDIO, 

IF SOMEONE KNOCKS TO COME IN, HAVE THEM COME TO THE BACK 

DOOR SO YOU CAN SEE WHO IT IS. 

 DO NOT WORK ALONE AFTER HOURS. 

 IF WORKING ON THE WEEKENDS OR HOLIDAYS AND YOU MUST 

LEAVE THE STUDIO TO EAT, ETC. DO NOT PROP THE DOORS OPEN 

FOR YOUR RETURN   

 STUDENTS ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR KEEPING THEIR PERSONAL 

ITEMS SECURE. 

 NO PROPPING OPEN OF DOORS. 

 NO SMOKING IN THE BUILDING 

 NO DRUG/ALCOHOL USE. 

 NO WORKING IN STUDIO WHEN IMPAIRED. 

 WEAR PROPER FOOTWEAR AT ALL TIMES – NO OPEN SANDALS OR 
BARE FEET. 

 THE FIRST AID KIT IS LOCATED IN THE SCULPTURE ROOM ON THE 
WALL TO THE RESTROOM.   

 THERE IS AN UNIVERSITY EMERGENCY BLUE POLE OUTSIDE THE 
BACK OF THE STUDIO ON THE WALKWAY TOWARD UNIVERSITY 
DRIVE ALONG WITH ONE OUT FRONT OF THE ART BUILDING.  
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KILN ROOM RULES: 

Kiln logs must be kept for all firings 

If unable to fire kiln at scheduled time, then you forfeit. 

 No half empty kilns. 

 Must use visual cones in all kilns, and fire accordingly. 

 Flint/kaolin mix as kiln wash in gas kilns. 

 Clean area around kiln after loading, and before firing. 

 Clean interior and exterior of all kilns after use. 

 Return all kiln furniture to racks after use. 

 If pottery explodes during a your firing, you are responsible for cleaning out 
the kiln 
 

CLAY ROOM RULES: 

Good   housekeeping, cleaning   and orderly   work   areas   and   equipment  are  

fundamental    to    accident   and   fire   prevention.  Assigned   work    areas   and 

equipment  are  to  be  cleaned  and  placed  in  order  by  each  student at the end  

of each work period. 

 

 Horseplay of any kind is forbidden.  

 DO NOT make dust. 

 You are not to operate machinery to which you have not been trained or 

assigned. You will be trained in the use of potentially hazardous equipment 

so in the meantime, if you haven’t been trained on it – don’t even touch it. 

 Do not pick up green ware by the lip, handle or other fragile area. If you must, 

always pick up by the base, and best with two hands. 

 If it is not yours, why are you picking it up? Do not touch projects that do not 

belong to you. If something needs to be moved, ask the instructor to do it. 

 Put all supplies and tools back WHERE THEY BELONG AND CLEAN THE 

AREA.  

 Let stain dry thoroughly before glazing. 

 Carve your name, initials or mark in the bottom of thy projects. 

 Place glazed ware in kiln room on the proper shelf. 

 If you break it, pottery or equipment, notify the teacher-accidents do happen. 

 In  ceramics,  nothing  is  done  until glazed, and value  judgments should be 

made only after that point. 

 Respect, for others, the environment, the teacher, and the work is paramount 

to getting along in a studio environment. 
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 Bats are for throwing, Please remove wet pots ASAP.  

 Please clean and scrape bats before stacking for storage. 

 Please do not leave your work on tables when leaving the studio.  

 Put all unfinished work on designated shelves.  

 Please do not handle other students’ work or remove plastic from students’ 
work in progress. Only individual students, their instructor, or the chair should 
discard student projects. 

 Lockers should be labeled with name, class and semester. Remember YOU 
need to supply your own lock. 

 Radio/music needs to be agreed upon and must be considerate of others. 

 Discard all trash before leaving classrooms. 
  
PLASTER  RULES: 
 

Do not get plaster in the clay.  If you are using a plaster mold, and it breaks, throw 
away the clay that was in contact with it.  Plaster + Clay = Explosions’ and 
Breakage. 
 

GLAZE ROOM RULES: 

 Wear personal protective equipment, especially a dust mask, at all times 
while working in the glaze room. 

 Scrub hands thoroughly after glazing using soap and water. Use plastic 
safety gloves. 

 Comply with the department’s Health and Safety Manual. Place all scrap 
glaze in the designated disposal container. 

 Clean up both dry and wet material.  Wipe down all measuring tables. Wash 
out all mixing buckets and sieves. Use vent on when mixing both large and 
small batches. 

 If you use an electric drill to help mixing remember that water and electricity 
DO NOT MIX. Unplug drill before washing mixing blade. 

 Replace all chemical containers to the shelves. 
 

EQUIPMENT AUTHORIZATIONS / ORIENTATION: 

There are scheduled demos on proper use of clay equipment, gas & electric kilns, 

grinders, sanders and kiln shelf care, after which all students will be tested and 

asked to sign a responsibility form for using equipment properly. Students are not 

authorized to use the above-mentioned equipment without authorization. Failure to 

comply with department in responsibility and care of equipment constitutes losing 

the privilege to use that specific piece of equipment. If you break equipment that 

you have not been trained on you will be responsible for its repair or replacement 

according to the direction of the Chair and Dean. 
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MIDTERM AND FINAL STUDIO CLEANUP: 

 

Midterm and final cleanups are scheduled each semester. All Ceramics students  

are required to attend and work within committees. An alternate make up cleanup 

date (Midterm and final) will also be schedule for the unforeseen emergency. 

Failure to participate in studio cleanups results in a grade for the semester course 

being withheld. 

 

TOXIC HAZARDS IN THE CERAMICS STUDIO – SOURCES OF TOXIC KILN 

EMISSIONS: Note: From “Keeping Clay work safe and legal” by Monona Rossol for National Council on Education for the 

Ceramic Arts 

 

CARBON MONOXIDE: Formed when carbon-containing compounds are burned in 

limited oxygen atmospheres. This happens when gas, wood or other fuels are 

burned in kilns. Reduction firing produces the greatest amounts of carbon 

monoxide. Electric kilns also produce carbon monoxide from the burning of organic 

matter found in most clays and many glaze materials, from wax resists, stabilizers 

in slip clays, tack oils in lusters, and other organic additives in clays and glazes. 

Amounts of carbon monoxide over the Threshold Limit Value have been measured 

near electric kilns. 

 

OTHER ORGANIC DECOMPOSITION PRODUCTS: In addition to carbon 

monoxide, large numbers of other chemicals are created when organic matter 

burns. A class of chemicals called aldehydes and certain other Formaldehyde, for 

example, has been measured in significant amounts near electric kilns. 

 

SULFUR OXIDES: Many clays and glaze ingredients contain significant amounts of 

sulfur-containing compounds. When these are fired they give off sulfur oxides which 

form sulfurous and sulfuric acids when they combine with water. These acids etch 

the metal kiln parts above ports and doors and also are highly damaging to the 

respiratory system. 

CHLORINE AND FLUORINE: These gases are released when fluorine and 

chlorine-containing clay and glaze chemicals such as fluorspar, iron chloride, and 

cryolite are fired. Both gases are highly irritating to the respiratory tract. Fluorine 

also is associated with bone and tooth defects. 

 

METAL FUMES: Fumes are formed when some metals and metal-containing 
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compounds are fired. Complex reactions which occur during glaze firing make it 

difficult to predict precisely at what temperature metals will volatilize and oxidize to  

form  a  fume.  Some  toxic metals  which  commonly  fume  include lead, cadmium, 

antimony, selenium, copper, chrome, and nickel. The fumes may be inhaled or they 

may settle on surfaces in the studio. Some fumes can contaminate the kiln and  

deposit on ware in subsequent firings. 

 

NITROGEN OXIDES AND OZONE: These gases are produced by decomposition 

of nitrogen-containing compounds or by the effect of heat and/or electricity on air in 

the kiln. They are strong lung irritants. 

 

OTHER EMISSIONS: One of the strongest arguments for venting all kilns is the 

unpredictability of emissions. Trade magazines and textbooks often suggest 

projects which result in the firing of nails, paper, plastic, wood, wire, and many other 

items: One magazine even suggested throwing mothballs into hot electric kilns to 

create reduction atmospheres. This practice would release highly toxic emissions 

including cancer-causing benzene. Projects such as these combined with the 

unpredictability of clay and glaze composition makes ventilation necessary. 
 

CERAMICS TOXICOLOGY REPORT: 
 

TOXICOLOGY: 

Hazards of materials – lots of unknowns. Inhalants – hazardous to lungs and mucus 

membranes. Ingested materials – harmful if eaten. Absorption – through skin, 

mucus membranes, eyes, cuts. 

 Flint – silicosis – related diseases from inhaling materials. Buildup of silica 
molecules in lungs, disables you. Pneumonia may result to kill you. 

 Free silica SiO2 – uncombined flint, pure silica, is the most hazardous. Every 
clay has some silica. 

 Aluminosis – alumui – similar 

 Asbestos – Banned Material – DO NOT USE THIS very dangerous. 

 Ceramic Fiber materials – same needle-like structure as asbestos. A hazard 
also. 
 

GASEOUS MATERIAL:  
 

Given off in firing. By products from salt glazing. Salt is sodium chloride, and 

becomes dissociated when put in kiln. Chlorine goes up chimney. Combining with 

water it forms hydrochloric acid which will kill you slowly. Soda has none of these 

problems. 

Chlorine gas – any chlorine material.  
Fuming – Raku Salts. Concentrations are what are important. Carbon monoxide – 
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by product of fuel fired-kilns, even electric firing sometimes. Reducing, produces 
large amounts of carbon monoxide, can’t see, smell, or taste it. Blood cells tied up. 
Symptoms, headaches, fainting, dizziness. 
 

High temperature firing – oxides of nitrogen produced. Can be fatal. Materials 
vaporizing, lead will turn into a vapor which can be breathed. Ventilation very 
important. Any of the metals are hazardous. Smell – aldehydes – hazardous  
carcinogens. Raku firing – carbon compounds – smoke. 

 
INGESTED MATERIALS: 

Large number of compounds. Lead and barium. High toxicity. Any of the metals, 

Iron, copper, cobalt, nickel (extremely powerful carcinogen) Soluble – more 

dangerous. Insoluble passes through your body quickly. All materials are 

hazardous when ingested. 
 

ABSORPTION THROUGH SKIN: 

Barium, lead – carcinogens. Soluble materials are absorptive. Exposure – won’t 

show up immediately. Know how to take necessary precautions. Respect – not 

fear. 
 

GLAZING: 

Absorption – into mouth. Soluble compounds of any kind are the most hazardous. 

Sulfides, sulfates, chlorides, chlorates – food, drink, cigarettes, all possible ways to 

be absorbed. 
 

Radiation – uranium derivatives. Uranium oxide. Storage of bulk materials is the 

hazard. Sodium urinate – toxic in ingestion, absorption. Radiation hazard not that 

great. 

Infrared radiation from kilns – a wave that travels through the air without warming to 

the retina of the eye, heats up the eye – prolonged exposure causes cataracts. Skin 

cancer- infrared and ultraviolet. Smoking compounds all these hazards. 

Clays – alumina and silica – free silica. Easily can cause silicosis.  Feldspars – 

inhalants – silicosis; Grog – dust bad; Plastics – caustic; Lead Frits – relatively 

innocuous. Silicosis producing, but lead is not a hazard. Alumina Hydrate – 

Aluminosis – hazardous inhalant.; Barium Carbonate – use barium Frit instead to 

prevent hazard; Borax – a hazard – Boric acid; Cadmium compounds – reds in 04 

range;  Siliamium – copper compounds. Any heavy metals. Flint – pure free silica, 

bad; Gums – not a problem unless you are allergic to it; Iron compounds – used in 

psychiatry in small doses; High doses causes schizophrenia; Magnesium 

compounds-Manganese dioxide – more hazardous; Nickel – one of the most 
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powerful carcinogens know; Rare earths – vanadium, no research; Selenium-

Spogemene – hazardous to hair, not bad; Talc – asbestos in the talc is the 

problem. Some kinds worse than others; Tin chloride – (stannous) soluble – 

chloride; Vanadium – poisonous; Zinc compounds – mildly hazardous. 

 

KlLNS: 

Gases 
 Carbon Monoxide – cannot be detected, causes dizziness. 
 Chlorine – hazardous. 
 Sulfur compounds – irritant. 
Ceramic Fiber- hazard, may be as bad as asbestos. Shape of molecules are similar 
Wood ash – caustic, can burn lungs. Hazardous. 
  
PREVENTION: 

 

Inhalation hazards – keep it wet, it won’t go into the air. Particle size smaller than 

what you can see. Use Wet-Vac for water pick up; Use low silica clays. Minimize 

the hazard; Use vent system at the source. Pick up the dust before it gets into the 

studio.  Kilns should be vented properly. Good exhaust system or locate  in another 

room. Ventilation is the key. Time exposure is what matters. Constant low level 

exposure is the worse.  Making clay just before you leave at night allows dust to 

settle.  Use surgeon’s gloves for glazing when you have cuts on hands. Always use 

dust filter and masks.  Personal protective equipment must fit.  Absorption hazards 

is lessened when rubber or latex gloves are used.  Ingestion – watch out when 

eating or drinking, best practice is to leave all food and drinks out of studio. Wash 

hands well with soap and hot water before eating.  Beards and mustaches collect 

materials. Throwing – keep moving around and stretching. Get up from the wheel 

and walk around Staying in one position is what will make the body hurt. Lead and 

cadmium are soluble out of glazes after firing.  Do not eat or drink out of glazed 

pots that use them. 

 

LEAD COMPOUNDS: 

 

(Lead Chromate, lead monosilicate, lead sulfide, Litharge) Skin toxicity not 

significant. Inhalation toxicity high.  Both acute and chronic ingestion or inhalation 

can cause lead poisoning. Inhalation is more of a problem than ingestion. Lead 

affects the gastrointestinal system, red blood cells, neuromuscular system, other 

common effects include weakness, headaches, irritability, malaise, pain in joint and 

muscles, liver and kidney damage, and possible birth defects. 
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Lepidolite – Skin toxicity moderate, Inhalation toxicity high. Skin contact may 

cause burns, Inhalation and ingestion may cause respiratory and gastrointestinal 

irritation. Chronic inhalation may cause silicosis. 

 

Manganese Carbonate and Manganese Dioxide – Skin toxicity not significant. 

Inhalation toxicity high. Chronic inhalation may cause manganese poisoning, a  

 

serious nervous system diseases resembling Parkinson’s disease. Early symptoms 

include apathy, loss of appetite, weakness, spasms, headaches, irritability, etc. 

 

Nepheline Syenite – See Felspathoids 

 

Potash: - Skin toxicity moderate. Inhalation high. Alkalis are corrosive to skin and 

eyes. Inhalation causes severe irritation and possible pulmonary edema. 

 

Potassium Dichromate – Skin toxicity moderate. Inhalation toxicity high. Skin 

contact may cause irritation, allergies, and skin ulcers. Chronic inhalation may 

cause perforation of nasal septum and respiratory allergies. Causes cancer in 

animals, suspected human carcinogen. 

 

Soda Ash – Skin toxicity moderate. Inhalation high. Corrosive to skin and eyes. 

Inhalation causes severe irritation and possible pulmonary edema. 

 

Talc – Skin toxicity not significant. Inhalation high. Inhalation of talc may cause lung 

scarring. Chronic inhalation may cause silicosis if silica is present, or asbestosis, 

lung cancer and mesothelioma if asbestos is present. 

 

Tin Oxide – Tin oxide dusts are irritating to eyes and nose and cause lung changes 

as shown by chest x-ray, but no ill effects. 
 

Vermiculite – Inhalation toxicity high. Asbestos contaminated, chronic inhalation 

may cause asbestosis, lung cancer, etc. 
 

Water Glass – (sodium silicate) May cause skin and respiratory irritation. 
 

Wollastonite – May cause skin, eye and respiratory irritation. 
 

Zircon (zircopax) – Inhalation toxicity high. Causes nodules under the skin from 

skin contact and in the lungs from inhalation. Chronic inhalations may cause 

silicosis. 
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HAZARDS OF GLAZE INGREDIENTS AND COLORANTS: 

 

Antimony Oxide – Inhalation toxicity high. Skin toxicity moderate. Skin contact 

may cause severe lesions, including ulcers. Acute ingestion or inhalation may 

cause metallic taste, vomiting, diarrhea, severe irritation of mouth and nose, slow 

shallow breathing, and pulmonary congestion. Chronic exposure may cause loss of 

appetite and weight, nausea, headache, sleeplessness and later liver and kidney 

damage. May vaporize during firing. 

 

Asbestos – Skin toxicity slight. Inhalation toxicity high. Carcinogen. Inhalation may 

cause asbestosis (a form of lung fibrosis), lung cancer, stomach and intestinal 

cancer. 

 

Barium Carbonate – Skin toxicity slight. Inhalation toxicity high.  May cause skin, 

eye, nose and throat irritation. Inhalation or ingestion may cause barium poisoning 

with symptoms of heart irregularities, intestinal spasms, and sever muscle pains. 

Chronic poisoning is most likely. 

 

Chrome Oxide – Skin & Inhalation toxicity moderate. Suspected carcinogen.  May 

cause skin and respiratory irritation, causes cancer in animals and possibly in 

humans. 

 

Chrome Yellow (lead chromate) – Skin toxicity moderate. Inhalation high. 

Carcinogen.  Skin contact may cause allergies, irritation and skin ulcers. Chronic 

inhalation may cause lung cancer, lead poisoning, etc. 

 

Clays – Inhalation toxicity high.  Chronic inhalation can cause silicosis, a disease 

involving severe lung scarring. 

 

Cobalt Carbonate – Cobalt Oxide: Skin toxicity slight. Inhalation moderate. 

 

Colemanite – Skin and Inhalation toxicity moderate.  Caustic to skin, eyes, nose 

and throat, may cause skin ulceration. 

 

Copper Carbonate (malachite) – Skin toxicity slight. Inhalation moderate.  May 

cause skin allergies and irritation to skin, eyes, nose and throat. 

 

Cornish Stone – Skin toxicity slight. Inhalation high.  Acute inhalation may cause 

lung irritation, acute ingestion may cause gastric intestinal circulatory and nervous 
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system problems. 

 

Feldspathoids – Skin toxicity moderate, Inhalation toxicity high.  Skin contact may 

cause burns. Inhalation and ingestion may cause respiratory and gastrointestinal 

irritation. Chronic inhalation may cause silicosis. 

 

Flint – Skin no significant hazards, Inhalation toxicity high.  Chronic inhalation may 

cause silicosis. 

 

Iron Chromate – Skin toxicity moderate, Inhalation toxicity high, carcinogen.  Skin 

contact may cause skin irritation, allergies, ulcers. Chronic inhalation may cause 

lung cancer, respiratory allergies and irritation. 
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  Contact Subs Substances and Processes Effects of Overexposure 

  Inhalation, ingestion Dusts and fumes of clay and glaze 

components. Fumes occur as firing 

compounds reach melting point and 

become volatile 

 

Metals: 

Lead and lead compounds:-

acetate,-silicate –bisilicate,-

monoxide,-oxide, etc. 

Highly toxic. First symptoms: fatigue, 

sleeplessness, constipation, followed by 

anemia, possibly abdominal pain or 

“colic,” and nerve damage causing 

weakness of wrists and ankles. Lead is 

stored in the body and excreted slowly. 

No exposure is acceptable 

Leaching of lead in glazes 

Lead in low-fired glazes (under cone 05, 

or 1950°F, 1065.56°C) is soluble in 

contact with weak acids in foods or 

beverages. Such glazes for food 

utensils should be lead-free. In high-fire 

lead glazes the lead escapes 

(volatilizes) or bonds chemically and is 

insoluble 

Arsenic and arsenic compounds 

(may be a contaminant in glazes 

and clays) 

May damage kidneys, irritate skin and 

nose, affect nerves of hands and feet, 

causing numbness. Some workers 

develop anemia or lung cancer. No 

contact is recommended 

Antimony and compounds Eye inflammation, nasal irritation, 

perforated nasal septum, anemia, or 

irritation of digestive track 

Barium carbonate (used as rat 

poison in industry) 

Muscle and/or intestinal spasms, pain, 

irregular heartbeat, or narrowing of 

blood vessels 

Bismuth No report of toxicity in industry 

Boric oxide (flux in glazes), boric 

anhydride 

No report of toxicity in industry 

Cadmium oxide, sulphide 

Fumes may cause severe reaction in 

lung sacs. Been fatal to welders after 

several hours of exposure. May also 

damage kidney cells. Carcinogen 

  Skin absorption 

 

 

Chromium 
Dusts damage mucous membranes. 

Solutions irritate skin 

Cobalt Allergic skin reaction and possible 

asthmatic lung reactions 

 

 

  Inhalation, ingestion, skin 

  absorption Copper (cupric) compounds 

“Fume fever,” see Metals; irritation to 

skin Chronic industrial exposure results 

in irritation respiratory tract and 
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ulceration of nasal septum 

Ferric (iron) oxide May cause metal fume fever 

Iron, see Ferric oxide  

Iron chromate, see Chromium  

Lithium, lithium mica (lepidolite), 

lithiumaluminum silicate (petatile, 

converts to beta spodumene at 

1750°F, 954.4°C) 

Dust irritates mucous membranes; 

corrosive skin; may also damage 

kidneys 

Magnesium 
Metal fume fever, skin irritation or 

blisters 

Manganese – P.V. has 

Prolonged exposure may cause 

languor, sleep, weakness, emotional 

disturbance, spastic gait (like 

Parkinsonism), or paralysis 

Nickel compounds. Firing or welding 

may produce nickel carbonyl, a toxic 

vapor 

Irritate mucous membranes and skin. 

Nickel bonyl is highly toxic. Exposure 

should be avoided by means of 

ventilation. 

Pearl ash Caustic to skin when mixed with water 

Selenium 

Chronic poisoning can result from 

exposure to dusts or skin absorption. 

Nausea, nervousness, Fatigue, “garlic 

breath,” and liver damage may be 

symptoms 

Rutile, ilmenite 
High concentrations of dust irritate the 

respiratory tract 

Silver and silver compounds:-

carbonate, -chloride,-nitrate, etc. 

Silver compounds discolor skin; silver 

chloride irritates skin and mucous 

membranes 

Strontium 

No evidence of illness in industry, 

although radioactive forms are 

dangerous 

Tin, stannic oxide, stannic 

chromate. See also Chromium 

Dusts and fumes in lungs may show in 

X-rays but apparently do no damage 

Uranium, sodium uranate 

Prolonged exposure may damage 

kidneys and liver Absorption by skin 

causes dermatitis and other systemic 

effects 

Vanadium pentoxide 

Dusts irritate respiratory system, may 

cause nosebleeds, nasal congestion, 

allergic skin reactions, and intestinal 

troubles. Industrial workers show 

abnormal electrocardiograms 

Zinc, zinc acetate 

Fumes may cause “zinc shakes” or 

fume fever. No permanent effects. Zinc 

acetate irritates skin and mucous 

membranes 
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Note: from Barazani, Gail Coningsby. “Safe Practices in the Arts & Crafts. “College 

Art Association of America, 1978. 

 

 

                           

    

          

 

 

 

Zirconium 
Allergic reactions are reported only in 

deodorant compounds 

  Inhalation Clay Dusts: 

Silica may comprise as much as 

40% of a clay body and is 

encountered in mixing, handling, 

grinding, or sanding of bisque or 

green ware, on clothing, and in 

cleaning operations 

Silica particles destroy lung cells and 

cause continuous damage. Symptoms 

are similar to asthma form of silicosis is 

called “potter’s asthma” The only cure is 

avoidance of inhalation of dusts 
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 THE DRAWING STUDIO – HEALTH SAFETY 

 

DRY DRAWING MEDIUM: 

 

This includes dust-creating media such as charcoal and pastels which are often 

fixed with aerosol spray fixatives, and media such as crayons and oil pastels which 

do not create dust. 

 

HAZARDS: 

 

Pencils are made with graphite, rather than lead and are not considered a hazard. 

Colored pencils have pigments added to the graphite, but the amounts are small so 

that there is no significant risk of exposure. Over 10 years ago, a significant hazard 

in pencils was from lead chromate paint on the exterior of yellow pencils. However 

this has since been eliminated as a risk. 

 

Charcoal is usually made from willow or vine sticks, where wood cellulose has been 

heated without moisture to create the black color. Compressed charcoal sticks use 

various resins in a binder to create the color. Although charcoal is just considered a 

nuisance dust, inhalation of large amounts of charcoal dust can create chronic lung 

problems through a mechanical irritation and clogging effect. A major source of 

charcoal inhalation is from the habit of blowing excess charcoal dust off the 

drawing. 

 

Colored chalks are also considered nuisance dusts. Some chalks are dustier than 

others. Individuals who have asthma sometimes have problems with dusty chalks, 

but this is a nonspecific dust reaction, not a toxic reaction. 

 

Pastel sticks and pencils consist of pigments bound into solid form by a resin. 

Inhalation of pastel dusts is the major hazard. Some pastels are dustier than others. 

Pastels can contain toxic pigments such as chrome yellow (lead chromate) which 

can cause lung cancer, and cadmium pigments (which can cause kidney and lung 

damage and are suspect human carcinogens). Blowing excess pastel dust off the 

drawing is one major source of inhalation of pastel pigments. Pastel artists have 

often complained of blowing their nose different colors for days after using pastels, 

a clear indication of inhalation. 

 

Crayons and oil pastels do not present an inhalation hazard, and thus are much 

safer than pastels. Some oil pastels can contain toxic pigments, but this is only a 

hazard by accidental ingestion. 
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Both permanent and workable spray fixatives used to fix drawings contain toxic 

solvents. There is high exposure by inhalation to these solvents because the 

products are sprayed in the air, often right on a desk or easel. In addition you can 

be inhaling the plastic particulates that comprise the fixative itself. 

 

Never try to spray fixative by blowing air from your mouth through a tube. This can 

lead to accidental ingestion of the fixative. 

 

PRECAUTIONS: 

 

Use the least dusty types of pastels, chalks, etc. Asthmatics in particular might want 

to switch to oil pastels or similar non-dusty media. 

 

Spray fixatives should be used with a spray booth that exhausts to the outside. If 

use of spray fixatives is occasional, you can use them outdoors with a NIOSH-

approved respirator equipped with organic vapor cartridges and dust and mists filter 

for protection against inhalation of solvent vapors and particulates. An exhaust fan 

is also needed to remove organic vapors and particulates. 

 

Don’t blow off excess pastel or charcoal dust with your mouth. Instead tap off the 

built up dust so it falls to the floor (or paper on floor).  Wet-mop and wet-wipe all 

surfaces clean of dusts. 

 

If inhalation of dusts is a problem, a respirator may be appropriate. 

(Information from Princeton University, Dick Blick Art Materials and the State of 

California.) 

 

LIQUID DRAWING MEDIA: 

 

This includes both water-based and solvent-based pen and ink, and felt tip 

markers. Although drawing inks are usually water-based, there are some solvent-

based drawing inks. These usually contain solvents like xylene. Permanent felt tip 

markers used in design or graphic arts contain solvents also contain xylene. Newer 

brands often contain the less toxic propyl alcohol (although it is an eye, nose and 

throat irritant). The inhalation hazard from using permanent markers increases 

when using a number of them at the same time in close proximity to each other.  

 

In addition to general requirements for Painting and Drawing, the following 

precautions are required:  
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 Use water-based markers and drawing inks if possible.  

 Alcohol-based markers are less toxic than aromatic solvent-based markers.  

 Make sure to recap markers when not  in use. If there  is more than one user, 

spread out and make sure there is enough dilution ventilation to disperse the 

vapors.  

 Never paint  on the body  with markers  or drawing inks. Body painting should 

be done with cosmetic materials.  
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THE PAINTING STUDIO – HEALTH SAFETY 

 

Painting: The health hazards associated with painting have been known since the 

18th century. Working safely can involve changes in how you select your art 

materials, and how you handle them..  Equipment in the Painting areas is very 

simple, and elemental, consisting of an easel, table, and painting materials. The 

major safety concern would be flammable and hazardous solvents. 

 

All flammable and hazardous solvents used must be kept in closed containers 

removed when the student leaves class.  These solvents must not be stored in 

students’  lockers. The use of turpentine is prohibited. Use only low-odor or odor-

free mineral spirits for cleaning brushes.  Solvent soaked rags must be placed in an 

approved, self-closing waste disposal can that is located in the printmaking studios. 

 

PLEASE NOTE: For varnishes and thinners, please use labeled mason jars. Keep 

containers sealed or covered when not in use. Do not use food or beverage 

containers such as coffee cans. Turpentine is not allowed. 

 

PIGMENTS: 

 

Painters use pigments in oil paints, acrylics, watercolor paints, gouache, encaustic, 

poster paints, casein paints and tempera paints are pigments mixed with a vehicle 

or binder. Both inorganic and organic pigments are used as colorants. Dry pigments 

are especially hazardous because they are easily inhaled and ingested. They are 

used in encaustic, paper-marbleizing and in the fabrication of paint products, and 

were discussed more thoroughly in the section above on pastels. 

 

Pigments vs. Hues 

 

Many paints used in Visual Arts do not contain metal pigments and are considered 

non-toxic. These are most easily identified by the product name. If the paint is 

described as hue, such as “chromium yellow hue”, there is no (or too little to be 

concerned about) toxic metal contained in the product. 

 

HAZARDS: 

 

Poisoning can occur if toxic pigments are inhaled or ingested. The main hazard in 

standard painting techniques is accidental ingestion of pigments due to eating, 
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drinking or smoking while working, inadvertent hand to mouth contact, or pointing 

the paint brush with the lips. If methods such as spraying, heating, or sanding are 

employed then there is an opportunity for inhalation of toxic pigments. 

The classic example of a toxic inorganic pigment in painting is white lead, or flake 

white (basic lead carbonate). Lead pigments can cause anemia, gastrointestinal 

problems, peripheral nerve damage (and brain damage in children), kidney damage 

and reproductive system damage. Other inorganic pigments may be hazardous, 

including pigments based on cobalt, cadmium, and manganese. (see list below) 

Some of the inorganic pigments, in particular cadmium pigments, chrome yellow 

and zinc yellow may cause lung cancer. In addition lamp black and carbon black 

may contain impurities that can cause skin cancer. 

 

Chromate pigments (chrome yellow and zinc yellow) may cause skin ulceration 

and allergic skin reactions (such as rashes). 

 

The long-term hazards of the modern synthetic organic pigments have not been 

well studied. 

 

Some colors have a “hue” designation at the end of their name as in Cadmium Red 

Medium Hue. When used in this way, hue is not a color attribute but rather a 

replacement or alternate for a target color. The “hue” colors many times yield higher 

intensities at a lower cost for pigments that are either unavailable, expensive or 

fugitive (not lightfast) or pose possible health hazards. 
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THE PRINTMAKING STUDIO – HEALTH SAFETY 

 

Who may use the Printmaking studio? Only students currently enrolled in a 

printmaking class or who have express permission from a Fine Arts professor may 

use the Printmaking Studios. 

 

What equipment and areas can I use?  You can only use equipment and areas 

you have been authorized to use. This varies for each class. If you are unsure of 

how to use a piece of equipment or how to do a particular process, always ask the 

Instructor for assistance. 

 

What safety precautions should I take while working in the Printmaking 

Studio?  You must always wear shoes. Flip-flops or sandals are not permitted.  

Smoking, alcoholic beverages or drug use are not allowed in the Printmaking 

Studios.  You must wear protective gloves, and a dust mask, respirator or goggles 

as needed, when you are working with toxic and hazardous materials.  Do not eat 

or drink in the print studios. 

 

Is the press dangerous to use?  When the press is properly used it is perfectly 

safe. Never place your fingers under or near the rollers. Keep your hands away 

from the press bed or any moving parts when the press is in use. You should only 

have your hands on the handle or designated areas when operating the presses. 

Remove jewelry or secure loose clothing or hair that could get caught in the press.  

Do not force anything through the presses. 

 

What happens if I damage or break a piece of equipment?  You can be held 

financially liable if you break or damage a piece of equipment through misuse, 

carelessness or negligence. If you are unsure of how to use a piece of equipment 

or how to do a particular process, always ask the printmaking professor for 

assistance. 

 

When I am finished working, what do I have to clean up and where do I put 

used rags?  You must clean up and put away everything you use. Give yourself at 

least 15 minutes to do this.  Wear gloves when cleaning up with mineral spirits, 

vegetable oil or cleanser. Wipe down all surfaces with cleaner. Rags containing 

inks, solvents or other hazardous substances must be placed in the red safety 

cans. Do not put solvents or other hazardous materials in the sink or down the 

drain. Do not leave any paper or other materials out when you are not working in 

the Printmaking Studios: they will be thrown away. You are not finished working 

until you have cleaned up. 
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 PRINTMAKING: ETCHING 

 

USE OF SOLVENTS:  

 

 Cleaning of all etching grounds, aquatints, and residual ink in the printing 

plates must occur within the studio room. 

 Wear gloves when using solvents to limit contact with skin. 

 Use volatile solvents like denatured alcohol and lacquer thinner sparingly. 

 First clean up ink on slabs with scraper before using solvent. 

 Scrape excess ink into ink residual container, (usable ink can be put back in 

can). 

 Dispose of rags in red safety container. 

 Tarlartan and in-process rags are store in specific containers. 

 Do not leave open solvent containers in the studio. 

 Return all solvents to the fire cabinets. 

  

ACID ETCHING AREA 

 

 Wear eye protection when observing plates in acid during the etching 

process. 

 Where gloves when removing plate from acid bath. 

 Report any spillage immediately to Instructor. 

 If acid comes in contacts with an eye, there is an eye wash station along the 

wall with the windows (Large amber container). Run the water for 30 seconds 

to flush the unit, hold eye open, and wash eye for fifteen minutes. Any eye 

injury should be examined by a physician. 

  

PRINTMAKING: LITHOGRAPHY  

 

USE OF ACID  

 

Handle the acid drip bottle with care. Do not remove it from the designated area. 

Wear a face shield for protection, and wash hands after handling bottle. 

If acid comes in contacts with an eye, there is an eye wash station in the acid 

etching room. Run the water for 30 seconds to flush the unit, hold eye open, and 

wash eye for fifteen minutes from sink. Any eye injury should be examined by a 

physician ASAP. 
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USE OF SOLVENTS  

 

Washing out of the image must occur under the ventilation hood. 

See use of solvents from above.  

  

HANDLING LITHO STONES, ZINC and POLYSTER PLATES  

 

To avoid minor injury, such as cuts, burses, and strains, use the proper technique 

demonstrated by the Instructor when using and handling these stones and plates. 

 

SCREEN PRINTING: 

 

Many of the materials in Screen Printing are non-toxic because they are water 

based, and certified by the American Arts and Crafts Institute. This includes the 

inks, extender base, and screen filler. However, the students are advised of these 

potentially hazardous situations, and are directed to take the following precautions: 

Protective gloves are to be worn when handling photo-sensitive emulsion, emulsion 

sensitizer, and emulsion remover. 

 

If the use of a solvent such as denatured alcohol, lacquer thinner, or paint thinner is 

required in screen cleaning or some other process, the material is to be used in the 

solvent area, and protective gloves used. 

 

The student will not ordinarily use Haze Remover Paste in screen cleaning unless 

under the supervision of the Instructor. Haze Remover Paste must be used with 

protective goggles and gloves. It is a strong alkaline and will burn skin with 

prolonged contact. (Flush with cold water).  If there are any medical or physical 

conditions that may pose a health hazard to the student, this condition must be 

brought to the attention of the Instructor. 

 

The screen printing studio must be kept clean in accordance to the procedure 

outlined by the Instructor. At the end of the semester, the students work space must 

be cleaned, and any equipment used by the student must be cleaned and returned, 

or the final grade will be withheld. 

 

Failure to comply with safety rules after one verbal and one written warning will 

result in lowering the grade by one full point. 
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THE SCULPTURE STUDIO – HEALTH SAFETY 

 

While our current Sculpture Studio does not have all the equipment 

that is listed in this section, reading and following safe equipment 

and material usage is a must for all faculty and students.  As our 

program develops, the safety procedures listed below must be 

followed.  
        

CLAY, METAL, PAPER PULP, PLACTICIZED CLAY, PLASTER, WAX, WOOD 

GENERAL RULES: 

The Sculpture program has designated spaces for wood, metal, plaster, and clay. 

Students are responsible for knowing safety requirements of Wood, Metals, and 

Ceramics/Clay, as referenced in the ASU Safety Manual. 

 

DO NOT OPERATE ELECTRIC TOOLS NEAR FLAMMABLE LIQUIDS OR IN 

GASEOUS OR EXPLOSIVE ATMOSPHERES. Motors in these tools may spark 

and ignite fumes. 
 

NO OPEN SHOES OR SANDALS ALLOWED WHILE WORKING IN THE 

SCULPTURE AREA. 
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 The Sculpture Program welcomes  students from  all disciplines into the Sculpture 

   Studio, however, no one is allowed to use the Sculpture Studio or the 

equipment in it without first obtaining permission from the Sculpture 

Professor. The professor will establish  a  list of  students who are qualified to 

work in the Sculpture Studio. All other  students may  only  work  in the  

Sculpture  area  when  their  class is in session or when the  instructor or a  

qualified  professor is  available to  supervise them. Anyone who has not 

been certified by the professor must check in with the instructor before 

beginning work in the Sculpture area. 

 All students will  be required to  read, discuss  and ask  any questions they  might 

have about the Visual Arts Department Safety Manual, and after so doing 

sign the Safety Manual Consent Form. 

 No one including faculty may  work alone in  the Sculpture area at night, and  

students should not operate machinery at any time unless at least one other 

person is present in the studio. 

 Use the Sculpture facility only when alert, rested and focused. To do otherwise is 

to expose yourself and others to risk. Under no circumstances attempt to use 

machinery when your judgment is impaired or you are ill, under the effects of 

medication, drugs or alcohol, or sleep deprivation. No smoking or eating is 

allowed in the Sculpture Studio. 
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 Prepare yourself for the use of machinery by securing your clothing, hair and 

removing all jewelry. Also outfit yourself with appropriate hearing protection, 

gloves, goggles and personal protective equipment. See to it that all 

necessary aids, such as push sticks, saw horses, hold-downs, guide fences, 

or someone to help are within reach or in their proper place. ALL 

EQUIPMENT GUARDS MUST BE USED. Safety glasses or goggles MUST 

also be worn when doing some bench work such as chipping stone or wood, 

filing metal or cutting wood, or when working with materials corrosive to eyes 

such as plaster, solvents, varnishes, or hardeners. 

 Dust collection, welding ventilation and plaster/clay ventilation have been 

provided for your protection. You must engage these systems when working 

on projects. Inhaling foreign substances is one of the biggest health hazards 

in the sculpture studios. Be sure you have adequate ventilation for either dust 

or fumes before proceeding with a project. 

 Approach any wood, metal, stone machine, hand-held or stationary equipment, 

with respect, which begins with a thorough examination of the equipment 

before using it. 

 Keep your attention focused on both the machine and on the operation you wish 

to perform with it. 

 Never distract or talk to someone who is welding, cutting metal or operating a 

machine, or allow them to distract or talk to you while you are in the process 

of using equipment. If you must pass by someone using equipment, approach 

them head-on so they may see you coming and not be startled. 

 Be alert for any unusual sounds, loose parts, dull blades, poor adjustments, when 

turning on or operating a machine. Inform instructor and have problem 

corrected before continuing to use the machine. Never force a machine to do 

work. Report any gas, electrical or mechanical hazards immediately. 

 Clean up scrap wood, sawdust, metal cutoffs, plaster, clay or other scrap 

materials when finished with an operation. Return the machine to a state of 

readiness for the next person to use. Also return all hand-held machines to 

their proper storage area, and clean off all work benches of foreign or scrap 

material. Dispose of them properly. 

 If you have any question about the use of any material or operation of a machine, 

ask for assistance from the instructor or a qualified faculty member, not a 

student, before going ahead with your work. 

 A general housekeeping schedule will be posted at the beginning of each 

semester. All students must assume responsibility in this important matter. 

Scrap materials including wax, plaster, saw dust, metal, clay, fabric etc.  
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       generated by both machines and handwork is a health and fire hazard, and 

should be cleaned up daily. 

 All flammables and hazardous solvents must be used in a well-ventilated area. 

They must be stored in the fire cabinet provided in the studio. Solvent soaked 

rags should be placed in an approved, self-closing waste disposal can which 

is emptied on a regular basis. 

 Students must familiarize themselves with all of the materials they are using, and 

take suitable precautions. Stripping, painting, grinding, melting and finishing, 

for example involve a wide variety of materials which must be treated with 

respect. The solvent benzene, for example, is a known carcinogen and may 

not be used in any form. 

 Many skin conditions and allergies can be caused by wood glues and adhesives 

such as epoxy and phenol-formaldehyde-resin glues. Glues and cements 

which contain solvents can dry and defat the skin making it more subject to 

infection. Safe use of the more hazardous adhesives (which might contain, for 

example, hexane, naphtha, mineral spirits, and methyl chloroform) requires 

avoiding skin contact, sparing and careful use, keeping containers closed as 

much as possible during application, and good general shop ventilation. 

Water-based contact adhesives, casein glues, hide glues, white glue 

(polyvinyl acetate), and other water-based adhesives are slightly toxic 

through skin contact. Dry casein glues are highly toxic by inhalation or 

ingestion and moderately toxic by skin contact since they often contain large 

amounts of sodium fluoride and strong alkalis. The safe use of wax demands 

constant ventilation as does all welding fumes and dust created by the mixing 

of plaster and clay or silica based materials. Silica must be ventilated. 

 Vibrating tools can cause health problems with extended use. Get instruction in 

the proper use of such tools from the instructor before use. 

 Certain woods, especially those of an exotic nature, and/or wood treated with 

pesticides, may be irritants or cause allergic responses. Students should be 

aware of these potential hazards, and seek information from their instructors.  

 A Fire and Emergency list of telephone numbers and procedures is posted in the 

Sculpture Studios and should be consulted in the event of any mishap. All 

accidents, large or small, must be reported immediately to the instructor 

or person in charge.  University police must be contacted for all 

accidents and a departmental accident report must be completed – 

forms are available on line under ASU SAFETY MANUAL. 

 First Aid equipment has been provided in the Sculpture Rm. 135, Faculty are 

responsible for informing chairman of usage so it can be replenished. 
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 Should symptoms of a health problem or illness appear and persist, report the 

matter to your instructor and go to the Health Center for an exam. 

 

 As the nature of sculpture materials becomes inclusive of almost any material, 

before work can be started with materials that are not provided by the 

Sculpture Program, all materials must be approved by Sculpture instructor. 

 Ventilation must be used when working with wood, metals, wax, clay, plaster. 

 Certain metals, stones, plastics may be hazardous and must be inspected before 

their use is allowed. 

 The Sculpture Studios require the use of different techniques, tools and materials 

and all procedures should be done in specifically designated areas. 

  
  

                 
  
 ELECTRICAL CONSIDERATIONS: 
 

 EXTENSION CORDS. Make sure your extension cord is in good condition. When 
using an extension cord, be sure to use one heavy enough to carry the 
current your product will draw. An undersized cord will cause a drop in line 
voltage resulting in loss of power and overheating. 

 

Use only 3-wire extension cords that have 3-prong grounding-type plugs and 

3-pole receptacles that accept the tool’s plug. Replace or repair damaged 

cords. 
 

Important Safety Instructions: WARNING: When using electric tools, basic safety 

precautions should always be followed to reduce risk of fire, electric shock, and 

personal injury, including the following: 
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READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS 

Grounding Instructions: This tool should be grounded while in use to protect the 

operator from electric shock. The tool is equipped with a 3-conductor cord and 3-

prong grounding type plug to fit the proper grounding type receptacle. The green (or 

green and yellow) conductor in the cord is the grounding wire. Never connect the 

green (or green and yellow) wire to a live terminal. 

 
 

                                        
 
 

SAFETY REGULATIONS FOR SPECIFIC EQUIPMENT IN THE SCULPTURE 

WOOD AREA: 

 

TABLE SAW – Currently unavailable in Sculpture Studio.  

 

 It is the responsibility of those using the table saw to first determine if this 

machine is the safest way to accomplish the desired task. 

 Always wear safety goggles, hearing protection, and use the dust collection 

system. Also, do not wear loose or dangling clothing and jewelry. 

 Clean the table of the machine and the floor around the saw before beginning 

work, and then again when you are finished. 

 Position the saw guard, splitter and anti-kickback device before turning the saw 

on. (See “Operational Guide to Saw Guards”, Sculpture Studio files.) Always 

lock out power before changing the saw guard or servicing the machine in 

any way. 

 Use only new stock that is free of dirt, paint, nails, loose knots, splits and warps.  
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 Also, attempting to rip short, narrow or thin Sculpture invites trouble. Stock should 

be surfaced on one side and at least one edge jointed before being cut on the 

saw. 

 Make sure that any necessary aids such as a push stick, push blocks, or rollers to 

catch outgoing Sculpture are ready before beginning an operation. If a person 

is going to help you cut a large piece of stock, be sure they only support the 

stock and do not attempt to push or pull it. YOU, the operator, must control 

the feed and direction of the cut. 

 Be certain the blade to be used is sharp and the proper type for the operation. 

 Adjust the height of the blade to no more than one-eighth inch above the stock to 

be cut. 

 Stand to one side of the blade, and never reach across, behind or beyond the 

blade while cutting. Again, your hands should never be IN LINE with the 

cutting blade. Maintain a four-inch margin of safety: do not let your hands 

come closer than four inches from the blade. USE the push stick. 

 Be sure no one is standing in a direct line behind the saw. 

 Always use either the rip fence or the miter gauge when cutting. NEVER CUT 

STOCK FREEHAND. When setting the rip fence, make sure that the fence 

locks parallel to the blade. Otherwise the Sculpture can bind and kick back. 

Never use the miter gauge in combination with the rip fence unless a 

clearance block is used. Never try to support both pieces on opposing sides 

of the saw blade when using the miter gauge; support the portion positioned 

against the gauge side only. When ripping, always support the portion of your 

piece that is in between the rip fence and the blade. 

 If you tilt the blade or change the miter gauge, return them to their original 

position after using the saw. When changing blades always be sure that the 

washer and lock-nut are tight to the blade. 

 When making a cut, make sure you pass the stock completely past the blade as 

you finish your cut. NEVER BACK UP STOCK ONCE YOU HAVE 

PROCEEDED WITH A CUT. If need be, stop, and shut the machine down. 

Always turn the saw off before attempting to remove scrap. 

 Never talk to anyone or let them distract you while the saw is running. Keep your 

attention focused on your work. 

  

 THE BANDSAW: 

 

Always wear safety goggles, hearing protection, and use the dust collection bag. 

Secure all loose clothing, hair and remove all jewelry. 
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 Clean the table and the area around the band saw before beginning work and 
when you are finished. 

 Saw only stock which is free of dirt, paint, nails, splits, warps and loose knots. 
 Make all adjustments to the machine before turning it on. Never open the wheel 

enclosure doors while the machine is in operation. Adjust the upper guide 
post so that it is no more than 1/4 inch above the work. 

 If the blade is not tracking properly or needs adjustment, stop the machine and 
see the instructor. Do not use a dull blade. 

 Be extremely cautious of the exposed blade. Keep fingers clear. Never allow your 
hands or fingers to be IN LINE with the blade. Make sure your fingers are out 
of the way as you near the end of a cut. 

 Avoid backing out of saw cuts. You could pull the blade off the wheel. 
 If a blade breaks, step back quickly, turn off the saw, and report to the instructor. 
 Clean up.  
  
12” MITER SAW: 

 

 ALWAYS WAIT UNTIL THE BLADE HAS COME TO A COMPLETE STOP 

BEFORE LIFTING THE SAW HANDLE. Start blade rotation, cut material, 

stop blade rotation, lift. 

 NEVER LEAVE TOOL RUNNING UNATTENDED. TURN POWER OFF. Don’t 

leave tool until it comes to a complete stop. 

  
SAFETY RULES FOR MITER SAW: 

 CAUTION: FAILURE TO HEED THESE WARNINGS MAY RESULT IN 

PERSONAL INJURY AND SERIOUS DAMAGE TO THE SAW. 

  

 DO-Protect electric supply line with at least a 15 ampere time-delay fuse or a 

circuit breaker. 

 DO-Make certain the blade rotates in the correct direction and that the teeth at the 

bottom of the blade are pointing to the rear of the miter saw. 

 DO-Be sure all clamp handles are tight before starting any operation. 

 DO-Be sure all blade and clamp washers are clean and recessed sides of collars 

are against blade. Tighten arbor screw securely. 

 DO- Keep saw blade sharp and properly set. 

 DO-Keep motor air slots free of chips and dirt. 

 DO-Use blade guards at all times. 

 DO-Keep hands out of path of saw blade. 

 DO-Shut off power, disconnect cord from power source and wait for saw blade to 

stop before servicing or adjusting tool. 

 DO-Support long work with an outboard tool rest. 
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 DON’T-Attempt to operate on anything but designated voltage. 

 DON’T-Operate unless all clamp handles are tight. 

 DON’T- Use blades larger or smaller than those which are recommended. 

 DON’T- Wedge anything against fan to hold motor shaft. 

 DON’T-Force cutting action. (Stalling or partial stalling of motor can cause major 

damage. Allow motor to reach full speed before cutting.) 

 DON’T- Cut ferrous metals (Those with any iron or steel content) or any masonry. 

 DON’T-Use abrasive wheels. The excessive heat and abrasive particles 

generated by them will damage the saw. 

 DON’T-Allow anyone to stand behind saw. 

 DON’T-Apply lubricants to the blade when it’s running. 

 DON’T-Place either hand in the blade area when the saw is connected to the 

power source. 

 DON’T-Use blades rated less than 4600 R.P.M. 

 DON’T-Attempt to cut small pieces (6”) without clamping. 

 DON’T-Operate saw without guards in place. 

 DON’T-Perform any operation freehand. 

 DON’T-Reach around or behind saw blade. 

 DON’T-Place hands closer than 6 inches from the saw blade. 

 DO NOT – Reach underneath the saw unless it is turned off and unplugged. 
The saw blade is exposed on the underside of the saw. 

 DO NOT – Move either hand from saw or work piece or raise arm until blade 
has stopped. 

 DO NOT – Use without Keff Plate or when kerf slot is wider than 3/8”. 
CAUTION: Do not connect unit to electrical power source until complete 

instructions are read and understood. For your convenience and safety, the 

following warning labels are on your miter saw. 

 
OTHER SCULPTURE STUDIO MACHINES AND TOOLS: 

 

The Sculpture Studio has many other machines, such as, drills, tables and hand 

sanders, additional hand-held power tools, such as the, portable rotary saw, 

and, grinders as well as many potentially dangerous hand tools such as 

chisels, saws, carving tools, and knives. 

 Students may not use any of these tools without instruction and supervision. See 

faculty for instruction and supervision before use. 

  

 All of the Sculpture Studio general rules and procedures apply to these 

tools and machines. 
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SAFETY REGULATIONS FOR SPECIFIC SCULPTURE AREAS AND 

EQUIPMENT: 

 

Welding: 

 

               
 

 At this time the Sculpture area only has electric welding equipment. Only students 

enrolled in ASU sculpture classes with sculpture faculty approval may use 

welding equipment. 

 Students must wear proper fire resistant clothing including approved aprons, 

gloves, and proper eye protection. 

 Welding metal and general metal work must be done in designated areas only.  It 

is recommended that students do all welding outside under the covered area.  

 All related metal working machinery or hand tools requires the use of eye, ear and 

personal protective equipment protection. 

 Electric welding must be done in designated areas free of any flammable 

materials or water which may cause electric shock. 

 Arc welding (electric) is electrical, watch for wet hands or wet work which can 

cause shock. Light produced by arc will seriously damage the retina of 

the eye. Over exposure can cause skin cancer. Face and eye protection and 

ventilation over work must always be in place before applying electricity. 

Always work behind welding screens and watch out for others around you. 

 Any metal used in the welding area must be approved by sculpture instructor. 

 Metals maintenance, organization and cleaning is mandatory and must be done 

after any welding activity. Metal scraps and residue must be removed after 

studio use. 
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Clay/Plaster Area: 

 
 Dust masks must be worn when working in this area. 

 The clay and plaster area includes materials which may contain silica and proper 

ventilation must be used. 

 Only students enrolled in ASU sculpture classes may use the clay/plaster area 

with permission from sculpture instructor. 

 All clay material must be properly stored in rolling clay bins with proper covers. 

 Studio maintenance and daily cleaning is mandatory because of the nature of 

clay and related silica concerns. 

 Plaster and clay must be mixed and used in designated areas with proper 

ventilation. 

 Proper clothing must be worn when modeling clay and casting plaster and should 

not be brought out of the studio environment. 

 Proper personal protective equipment use and eye protection is required when 

using clay and plaster. 

 Silica in clay dust (silica dioxide) is present in dry clay and in many glaze 

materials either as a component or contaminant. Inhalation may result in 

silicosis, permanent scarring of the lungs, which may incubate for 15-20 

years. Personal protective equipment use is mandatory. 

 Plaster must be kept packaged and away from any source of moisture. 

  

 Wax: 

 

The processes of mold making, clay modeling, wax casting and construction and 

       metal patination are used in the Sculpture Studios. 

 Only students enrolled in sculpture classes are allowed in the wax area with the 

permission of sculpture instructors. 

 All plaster and clay work must be done in designated areas and with proper 

ventilation. 

 All wax work must be done in designated area and an inspected and an approved 

fire extinguisher must be present at all times along with a source of water. 

 Proper clothing must be worn at all times during wax operation. 

 Chemicals for the patina of metals must be clearly labeled and stored in a fire 

proof cabinet. Any chemical patination must be done with proper ventilation 

and under the guidance of sculpture instructors. 

 Eye protection is mandatory when using wax related equipment. 

 Personal protective equipment use is mandatory when melting, pouring, carving 

and grinding. 
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 When working with wax, all fire precautions should be taken. The melting of wax 

creates hazardous fumes and must be properly ventilated. Wax may only be 

melted in an approved wax melting pot or an approved double boiler. 

 Hazards in wax work result primarily form fumes and from the handling of molten 

wax during casting. 

 Studio organization, maintenance and cleaning is mandatory and must be done 

after any wax work. 

  

Mixed-Media: 

 

 The combination of various materials has become common place in the field of 

sculpture. All materials which are brought into the studio must be examined 

and approved before they can be used by STC sculpture students. 

The combination of various materials and methods used to secure them may pose

 hazardous conditions for both the user and studio environment. Extreme 

caution must be used when using various glues, adhesives or unorthodox 

methods of combining materials. Approval from STC sculpture Instructors is 

mandatory. 

ADDITIONS SAFETY PRECAUTIONS: 

                                           

SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS FOR ALL TOOLS: 

 KEEP GUARDS IN PLACE and in working order. 

 REMOVE ADJUSTING KEYS AND WRENCHES. Form habit of checking to see 

that keys and adjusting wrenches are removed from spindle before turning 

tool on. 

 KEEP WORK AREA CLEAN. Cluttered areas and benches invite accidents. 
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 DON’T USE IN DANGEROUS ENVIRONMENT. Don’t use power tools in damp 

or wet locations, or expose them to rain. Keep work area well lighted. 

 KEEP CHILDREN AWAY. All visitors should be kept at a safe distance from work 
area. 

 MAKE WORKSHOP KID PROOF with padlocks, master switches, or by removing 
starter keys. 

 DON’T FORCE TOOL. It will do the job better and be safer at the rate for which it 
was designed. 

 USE RIGHT TOOL. Don’t force tool or attachment to do a job for which it was not 
designed. 

 WEAR PROPER APPAREL. No loose clothing, gloves, neckties, rings, bracelets, 
or other jewelry to get caught in moving parts. Non-slip footwear is 
recommended. Wear protective hair covering to contain long hair. 

 ALWAYS WEAR SAFETY GLASSES. Also use face or dust mask if cutting 
operation is dusty. Everyday eyeglasses have only impact resistant lenses, 
they are NOT safety glasses. 

 SECURE WORK Use clamps or vise to hold work when practical. It’s safer than 
using your hand and it frees both hands to operate tool. 

 DON’T OVERREACH. Keep proper footing and balance at all times. 
 MAINTAIN TOOLS WITH CARE. Keep tools sharp and clean for best and safest 

performance. Follow instructions for lubricating and changing accessories. 
 DISCONNECT TOOLS before servicing; when changing accessories such as 

blades, bits, cutters, etc. 
 REDUCE THE RISK OF UNINTENTIONAL STARTING. Make sure switch is in 

OFF position before plugging in. 
 USE RECOMMENDED ACCESSORIES. Consult the instruction manual for 

recommended accessories. The use of improper accessories may cause risk 
of injury to persons. 

 NEVER STAND ON TOOL. Serious injury could occur if the tool is tipped or if the 
cutting tool is unintentionally contacted. 

 CHECK DAMAGED PARTS. Before further use of the tool, a guard or other part 
that is damaged should be carefully checked to determine that it will operate 
properly and perform its intended function-check for alignment of moving 
parts, binding of moving parts, breakage of parts, mounting and any other 
conditions that may affect its operation. A guard or other part that is damaged 
should be properly repaired or replaced. Do not use tool if switch does not 
turn it on and off. 
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Reading a Manufacturer’s Safety Sheet 

by Charley Robinson  

 

A Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) provides helpful information for working 

safely with potentially hazardous chemicals. Employers must have an MSDS for 

products that contain hazardous ingredients, but you should be able to obtain one 

from chemical suppliers or a manufacturer’s technical or customer service 

department. Some companies are now including an 800 hot-line number on the 

product label that you can call for additional information. 

 

All MSDSs must contain certain information. OSHA has suggested a format, as 

shown below, but many manufacturers develop their own style. Generally, 

information is organized in sections and is self-explanatory. The following terms 

and information will help you further understand the MSDS. 

 

Identity: The product trade name, chemical name and usual synonyms. 

 

Section II – Hazardous ingredients: Each hazardous ingredient comprising more 

than 1% of the total, or more than 0.1% if carcinogenic, must be listed, except those 

ingredients the manufacturer claims are a trade secret. Any known health hazards 

of secret ingredients must be disclosed in a later section. Many ingredients, 

especially trade secrets, have never been studied, so their risks are unknown. 

Ingredients, such as formaldehyde, that can produce toxic effects at levels less 

than 0.1% must be indicated. This section indicates OSHA-permissible exposure 

levels (PEL) and short-term exposure limits (STEL), which are OSHA-enforced 

Also, the threshold limit values (TLVs), updated annually by the American 

Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH) are included. AH of 

these values are expressed in parts per million (PPM). The PEL and TLV numbers 

indicate the airborne contaminant levels that most healthy, adult workers may be 

repeated y exposed to for 8 hours a day, 40 hours a week without adverse effect. 

The STEL number is the maximum concentration of contaminant that a worker 

should be exposed to for a specified time, usually 15 minutes. 

 

Section III – Physical data: An essential piece of information is the vapor pressure 

(VP), which indicates the force exerted by the evaporated vapors on the 

atmosphere directly above the liquid, usually in millimeters of mercury (mm Hg). 

The greater the vapor pressure, the more volatile the liquid. 

 

Section IV – Fire and explosion hazards: The flash point (FP) is the lowest 

temperature at which vapors above a volatile combustible substance ignite in air  
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when exposed to flame. Materials with a FP below 100¡F are dangerous because a 

spark or static electricity can cause a fire or explosion. No FP means the material is 

nonflammable. The appropriate fire extinguisher and special fire hazards, such as 

spontaneous combustion from linseed oil-soaked rags, should also be specified 

here. 

Section V – Reactivity data: A chemical’s stability, its likelihood of reacting with 

other materials and all special cautions to be taken, as shown on the form, are 

revealed here. Don’t mix chemicals without reading this section. 

Section VI – Health hazard data: This section usually specifies how chemicals 

normally enter the body, the acute effects of exposure, signs and symptoms of 

exposure, and emergency and first-aid procedures. A manufacturer must identify all 

ingredients classified as a carcinogen by OSHA, the International Agency for 

Research on Cancer (IARC) or the National Toxicology Program (NTP). 

Section V – Reactivity data: Because of manufacturers’ concerns for liability, 

protective measures are often geared to the worst possible circumstances, such as 

a large spill. A manufacturer might suggest, for example, using a self-contained 

breathing apparatus when any approved personal protective equipment would 

suffice for limited exposure. 

 

Charley Robinson is Assistant Editor at FWW. 

(Reprinted from the Jan. /Feb., 1990 issue #80 of “Fine Woodworking” by the 

Taunton Press, Inc., 63 South Main St., Newtown, CT 06470. Not for Resale). 
 

EYE SAFETY: 

 

How to treat and prevent eye injuries by Dr. Paul F. Vinger 
 

(Reprinted from the Sept. /Oct., 1988 issue #72 of “Fine Woodworking” by the 

Taunton Press, Inc., 63 South Main St., Newtown, CT 06470. Not for Resale.) 

   

While this article was used to address woodworkers, every art area can 

benefit from the same considerations that are listed in this article. 

Some woodworkers don’t wear eye protection. I do. As an ophthalmologist, I’ve 

seen woodworkers who’ve been blinded, lost an eye or suffered for days after 

having even just a tiny wood sliver removed from an eye. Eyes are among the most 

vulnerable parts of the body: They are easily punctured, lacerated, perforated or 

chemically burned. They should be protected at all times in the shop. The eyelid  
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offers protection from dust, but it is no match for the hazards woodworkers 

encounter every day. A chip, for example, can fly from a 10-in. table saw at 103 

MPH. That’s 2 ft. in 13/1,000 of a second. If the object hits your arm, it might sting 

or even cut it. The same chip could puncture your eye. 
 

When I treat injured woodworkers, I often think the safety glasses, goggles and 

face shield hanging in my shop might just be among the best woodworking tools I 

own. These three kinds of eye protection will prevent almost any eye injury a 

woodworker is likely to encounter. Sometimes you only need to wear safety 

glasses; other times, especially if you’ve already suffered a serious eve injury, you 

need to wear two forms of eye protection. 

 

                                               

Protection options – Each woodworker must decide what form of protection to 

wear, but here are some guidelines to follow. If you’re using high-horsepower 

machinery, especially machines that rotate blades at high speeds and are capable 

of hurling large objects, it’s wise to wear maximum eye protection. Machines that 

deliver less energy at slower speeds may call for less eye protection. For example, 

you might wear safety glasses or goggles plus a face shield when using a table 

saw, shaper or other tool where there is a danger of a large piece of wood being 

kicked back and damaging both the eyes and other parts of the face. I always 

recommend both safety glasses and a face shield for lathe work. Incidentally, 

protective eyeglasses or goggles should always be worn under face shields, 

because woodworkers frequently raise the shield to examine a work piece or to 

provide ventilation, thus temporarily exposing their eyes to a potential injury. Safety 

glasses with side shields may be adequate when using drill presses: slow-speed, 
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electric hand tools; or hammers and screwdrivers. Side shields should be worn with 

safety glasses, because the effectiveness of the safety glasses is reduced by 25% 

if the shields are removed. Goggles should be worn over street-wear (non-safety) 

glasses when there is a risk of many fine flying particles and for use with chemicals 

and for welding that doesn’t require a full face shield. If you have any doubts, wear 

more eye protection than less. 
 

Hand tools hurt eyes more often than power tools, so don’t neglect safety glasses 

for even simple jobs. The Consumer Product Safety Commission has reported that 

6,719 people suffered eye injuries in 1986 while working with hand tools at home. 

Most of those injuries came from hammers and screwdrivers. For example, one of 

my patients, a young carpenter, once hit a ten penny nail with a glancing blow. The 

nail rocketed from the wood into his left eye, destroying the eye’s lens. The contact 

lens I gave him to replace his natural lens restored the vision in his eye, but he can 

no longer focus on close objects without bifocals. 
 

Safety glasses are the first line of defense against eye injuries If you’re a 

woodworking hobbyist, reaching for your safety glasses should be the first thing you 

do in any woodworking project. If you’re a woodworking professional, think of 

yourself as a person who wears glasses most of the time. Put on your safety 

glasses before you enter the shop, and don’t take them off until you leave at the 

end of the day. If you wear vision-correcting glasses already, don’t be fooled into 

thinking regular prescription glasses offer protection: They’re not designed to 

withstand heavy impacts. Get a pair of prescription safety glasses with side shields 

from a quality eye-care professional. There’s no excuse not to, given the wide 

variety of protective equipment available today. Even designer-style safety glasses 

have been available for some time now. 
 

Years ago, safety glasses were made of just that-glass Today, virtually all 

nonprescription safety lenses are made of super tough polycarbonate, and 

prescription safety glasses come with polycarbonate, glass or CR-39 plastic lenses. 

Tests show that a polycarbonate lens is at least five times stronger than a glass 

lens and more than twice as strong as a CR-39 plastic lens. 
 

Sometimes even safety glasses or goggles are not enough to stop the power of a 

flying object. A face shield needs to be added. You may be thinking: “No one wears 

safety glasses and a face shield at the same time.” But, this double protection is 

often advisable. I once treated a man who worked at the same shop for 30 years. 

He lost both eyes and severely fractured several bones in his face when a planer 

shot an oak board at him. The pliable sides of a good pair of safety goggles would  
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have dissipated some of the power in that flying piece of lumber, but much of its 

damaging force would have been transferred to the bones surrounding the eye. 

Even so, the lenses of the safety glasses or goggles would. Probably have 

prevented cuts and punctures to the eyeball. I have no doubt that wearing both 

safety glasses and a face shield would have lessened this man’s injuries enough 

that his sight could have been saved and his disfigurement reduced or eliminated 

Remember, eye injuries are not predictable; they happen in an instant. Many 

woodworkers who ordinarily wear eye and face protection have paid dearly when 

the unexpected happened after the protective device was removed while doing “a 

little touch- up.” 

 

Chemicals and Irritants – Acids and alkalis such as those used in bleaches, stains 

and dyes can cause permanent blinding eye injuries. In sufficient strength, these 

chemicals can rapidly eat through the cornea and into the iris and lens (see the 

drawing on the facing page), damaging the eye beyond repair. It may surprise you 

that solvents like lacquer thinner, acetone and turpentine normally only cause 

topical damage to the eye and rarely cause sight-threatening injuries if they can be 

completely and quickly flushed from the eyes. Even so, many chemicals that 

woodworkers use can cause extreme pain if they-get in the eye Whenever you 

work with chemicals, wear goggles. The goggles should have hooded vents that 

allow ventilation but prevent liquids from getting into the eyes. If any chemical gets 

into an eye, treat it as a medical emergency (see the sidebar on the facing page). 

Thermal burns to the lids and eye from exposure to excess heat are rare among 

woodworkers. However, if you’re going to be exposed to high-heat operations, 

heat-absorbing or reflecting protective eye wear is available. 
 

I’ve seen more than one woodworking patient who’s had bad experiences working 

with cyanoacrylate (instantly adhering) glue. They either walk into my office with an 

eyelid glued shut or a finger stuck fast to an upper or lower eyelid. Repair involves 

minor surgery. Goggles or safety glasses would probably have prevented the 

problem. 

 

Contact lenses and woodworking don’t mix, especially if you’re working with acids 

or alkalis. If a chemical splashes in an eye, it gets trapped underneath the contact 

lens. It’s hard enough to get a woodworker’s eyelid open when acid or alkali is in 

the eye, and the time needed to pluck out the contact lens just gives these 

chemicals more time to do their damage. Sawdust and other particles also 

constantly get under contact lenses, causing pain and scratches to the eye’s 

cornea.  I suspect that every woodworker has had to remove sawdust from an eye 
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from time to time. I’ve had to do it myself. Most woodworkers know that flushing the 

eye with water will remove most particles, and many know the old trick of pulling an 

upper eyelid over a lower one to remove a speck of sawdust. What many 

woodworkers fail to do, however, is brush away the additional sawdust that has 

accumulated on the eyelashes, and they end up with more sawdust in their eyes 

than they started with. 
 

Even if you do a fine job of removing a foreign particle from an eye, the particle may 

scratch the cornea, and the scratch will make you think the particle is still in the 

eye. If that feeling persists, seek medical attention, because the particle may in fact 

still be there, but invisible. This is often a problem with pine sawdust When pine 

sawdust is saturated with water, or tears, it becomes transparent. Ophthalmologists 

use a special dye that makes invisible particles instantly visible, and therefore, 

much easier to remove. 
 

There’s nothing like the natural beauty of wood, especially when viewed up close 

with the naked eye. But the time for doing such viewing is only after a project has 

been completed and is out of the shop. Then you can take your safety glasses off, 

lean over and take a good, close look. At all other times, some form of protection 

should rest firmly between the work you are doing and that most sensitive part of 

the human anatomy-your eyes. 
 

Dr. Paul F. Vinger is a woodworker and ophthalmologist He lives in Lexington, 

Mass. 
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Emergency Eye Care: 

 

Sight might be the most treasured of the five senses. Couple that with how horribly 

sensitive eyes are to pain, and it’s a small wonder that dealing with a serious eye 

injury can strike a sense of fear, shock and even revulsion among many. 

Regardless, a cool head must prevail in any emergency. 

 

I’m going to give you the basics for dealing with eye injuries. We’ll consider the 

minor ones first, then some more serious cases. But before we start, remember this 

most important rule: If you have doubts as to the extent of any eye injury, treat it as 

a serious one. Seek medical help immediately. And, don’t ever hesitate to call an 

ambulance if the injury goes beyond the scope of your ability to handle it. 

 

Particles: If the particle is floating freely on the surface, flush the eye with water. 

Never remove imbedded or protruding objects from an eye, no matter how small 

the object may be. Instead, cover the eye with a sterile dressing and seek medical 

attention as soon as possible. 

 

Blows: If an eye receives a heavy blow, apply ice and cold compresses to relieve 

swelling and pain. If there is pain inside the eyeball or a change in vision, seek 

medical help immediately. This is an injury where it’s best to err on the side of 

caution and see a doctor. 

 

Perforations: The laceration or perforation of an eyeball or eyelid, or signs of blood 

between the cornea and iris (see the drawing), indicates the need for emergency 

medical treatment. 

 

If you suspect that an eyeball has been punctured or lacerated, place no pressure 

on the eye. The instinctive reaction for anyone with this kind of injury is to rub or 

press the eye. You must stop them, or if the injury has happened to you, you must 

stop yourself from applying pressure. 

 

The eye is filled with a clear substance called the vitreous humor. It looks like raw 

egg whites. Pressing a punctured eye can force vitreous humor through the wound, 

an action that may also cause sections of the retina to detach and exit through the 

wound. The body can regenerate vitreous humor, but losing part or all of the retina 

results in permanent partial or total blindness. 

 

If possible, apply a light, sterile dressing to the wound, and cover the eye socket  
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with some type of shield, such as a piece of cardboard, so no additional pressure 

will reach the eyeball. Don’t hesitate to call an ambulance. Keep the injured person 

as still and as calm as possible, and don’t try to remove any object imbedded in the 

eye. 

 

Chemicals: Most chemicals used in woodworking will cause extreme pain if they 

contact the eye. Acids and alkalis cause the most damage to an eye, but any 

chemical in the eye should be treated as an emergency. Flush the eye with water 

for at least 10 minutes as soon as possible before professional medical attention is 

sought. The instinctive reaction of anyone with a chemical in an eye is to tightly 

shut the eyelid. You’ve got to force that eyelid open by hand and flush the eye as 

quickly as possible. If a chemical splashes in your eye, hold your eyelid open and 

flush the eye immediately. It will hurt, but you’ve got to do it. 
 

Keep in mind that this is an emergency, so you don’t have to be picky about the 

water you use. Soft drinks or even beer will suffice, at least to start with. Never try 

to neutralize acids or alkalis. If you can, bring the container of the chemical that 

splashed into the eye to the hospital or doctor’s office. If that's not possible, be sure 

to tell the doctor what kind of chemical it was. 
 

Other problems: Blurred vision that doesn't clear with blinking, or a loss or 

narrowing of the visual field in one eye are danger signs. Double vision, sharp, 

stabbing pain or deep, throbbing pain are also signs that medical help is needed. 

One eye that protrudes farther than the other, or even an eye with a pupil diameter 

that doesn't match the other, are indications of serious injury. Eye pain that lasts 

more than a day or two should also be considered serious and referred to 

professionals. 
 

There are ways you can help both the attending physician and the person suffering 

with an injured eye. First, never apply ointment to an eye, because it will obscure 

the doctor's view of the retina. Also, don't repeatedly apply over-the-counter topical 

anesthetics to a painful eye; continual use can damage the cornea. Above all, 

remember the first rule I gave you: When in doubt, seek medical attention. - P.V. 
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ALABAMA STATE UNIVERSITY DEPARTMENT OF VISUAL 

ARTS SAFETY MANUAL ACKNOWLEDGEMENT FORM. 

  
I acknowledge that I have either read the ASU Visual Arts 
Safety Manual on line or one of the copies placed in all the 
studios for faculty and student use. 
 

I also agree to abide by and adhere to the safety rules, 

regulations, and guidelines contained therein. 

 

I also acknowledge that any violation of department safety 

rules listed in this manual will be noted in the students’ 

record and could lead to dismissal from the class the 

violation occurs.  
   

 

 

  NAME  ( PLEASE PRINT)     STUDENT ID NUMBER 

 

 

___________________________________________________
  SIGNATURE       DATE   
 

PLEASE PRINT OFF AND FILL OUT- RETURN TO YOUR ADVISOR FOR PLACEMENT IN DEPARTMENTAL FILES 
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Alabama State University 

Department of Visual Arts 

General Accident Report Form 
 

COMPLETE REPORT WITHIN 24 HOURS OF ACCIDENT AND ROUTE REPORT TO DEPARTMENT OFFICE.  IF 
UNIVERSITY POLICE WAS CONTACTED AND THEY COMPLETED A REPORT, PLEASE SUBMIT A COPY OF THAT 
REPORT ALONG WITH THIS ONE.  IF 911 WAS DISPATCHED PLEASE COMPLETE THIS FORM WHEN YOU 
RETURN TO CLASSES OR WORK. 

 

DATE:  ______________________________ 
 

Personal Information: 
Name of Person Injured (print)      Male      Female 

 

 Student        Departmental Faculty      ASU Employee Visitor Work Study/20 Hour   
 

Campus or Home address      Cell phone   _____ _  

Date of birth   Personal health/accident insurance       ID 

Number   ASU Department     Ext. #      

Supervisor or instructor’s name (print)     Notified?     Yes       No Person 

writing report (print)      Phone #      Signature 

                                   Date     

Injury Information: 
Date of accident                Time                                        

Location (building & room)    Class Enrolled In   Person was 

in:   class     work situation **    Other     

**Employee and work study on-the-job injuries that require medical attention must contact University Police at 229-4400.   

Name, address and phone number of all witnesses: 
 
 

 
Describe injury (part of body affected):   _____    

 
 

 
Describe how accident occurred   ____ 

 

 

Describe why injury occurred (examine all causal listed below, check areas of concern, notate respective concern) : 

Environmental Causes: 

Temperature & weather conditions:_  ____   

Terrain:   ____ 

Ergonomics (repetitive motion, processes, furnishings/equipment use as related to ergonomics) : 

                                                                                                                                                                          ___   

                                                                                                                                                                         ___    

Housekeeping: ____________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Lighting/Ventilation/Space: __________________________________________________________________ 
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Equipment Concerns 
 

Appropriate tool/equipment availability:_                                                                                                         __ 

Equipment/tool maintenance:                                                                                                                             _  

Visual warnings provided on equipment:                                                                                                        _____  

 Machine guarding:_                                                                                                                                           ___  

Employee/Victim: 
 

Student/Employee following procedures/rules:_   __  

Student/Employee has signed acknowledgement form on file ____________________________________ ___ 

Student/Employee properly trained (on tool, processes, etc):   ____________________________ ___   

Contributing previous injuries?:  __________________________________________________________ ________  

Student/Employee physical capabilities:   ______________________________________________ 

Proper equipment/tool/resource selected for use:   ______________________________________  

Equipment/resource used properly:_    _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Current mental state/ability:  ____________________________________________________________ 

Administrative: 

Policies/safety rules in place & enforced by supervisor:   ____ 

Appropriate safety training provided:   __  

Proper resources provided:   __  

Staffing is appropriate:  ___ 

Maintenance done regularly (physical environment & machine/tools):  ___  
 
 

TO BE COMPLETED BY INSTRUCTOR 

 

Recommendation to prevent reoccurrence including resolutions/actions taken: 
 

 

 
 
  Name of Instructor: _______________________________ Signature: _____________________________ 
 
 
First aid administered by:    

 

 
 
Describe first aid administered and or transport to medical facility by whom:  
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                                                      Alabama State University 

Department of Visual Arts Safety Violation 
Disciplinary Written Warning 

 
Date:  _____________________   Time of Violation: ___________________________________ 
 
Student/Faculty Name:  __________________________________________________________ 
 
Student/Faculty Job Title:  ________________________________________________________ 
 
Instructor of Record or Reporting Instructor:  __________________________________________ 
 
Detailed description of safety violation:  ______________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Location where safety violation was committed:  ________________________________________ 
 
Name(s) of witness(es) to safety violation:  ____________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
I have reviewed this written warning and been advised by my instructor of the safety practices and standards 
expected of me.  I also understand that additional written warnings for the same safety violation offense may result in 
my being denied to operate equipment or asked to withdraw from this class this semester at Alabama State 
University. 
 
Student/Staff Signature:  ____________________________________________________ 
 
Instructor or Immediate Supervisor Signature: ________________________________________ 
 
To Be Completed by Instructor or Immediate Supervisor: 

This student/staff has received verbal warnings for this safety violation: □         □ 

                                                                                                                   YES              NO 
Indicate how many times the verbal warnings have been issued:  _________________________ 

Student/staff has signed acknowledgement form in departmental files.  □         □ 

                                                                                                                   YES              NO 
 
Date of signature on acknowledgement form: ___________________________________________ 
 
Issuing Faculty Signature: ______________________________  Date: ______________________ 
 
Student/Staff Signature: ________________________________  Date: ______________________ 
Signing Does not mean the student /staff agrees with violation only that they have read report.  Student/staff has the right to make comments on back of this report

 
 
Chairs Signature: _____________________________________ Date: _______________________ 
 
Chairs Comments if Needed: ________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

RETURN REPORT TO CHAIRS OFFICE 

Revised – April 2013 
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